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Abstract 

The Crystal Structure of Sl Nuclease from 

Aspergillus oryzae 

S 1 nuclease from Aspergillus oryzae is a glycoprotein of 32 kDa molecular weight. 

The protein has two enzymatic activities: it is an endo-exonuclease with high specificity 

for single stranded nucleic acids, and it has an additional 3' -nucleotidase activity. S 1 

nuclease is widely used in molecular biology as a single-strand specific nuclease due to its 

high stability and efficiency. It cleaves single-stranded regions of nucleic acids producing 

5' -nucleotides without significant side-reactions. The crystal structure of S 1 nuclease has 

been determined to 1.7 A resolution by molecular replacement based on the known 

structure of PI nuclease from Penicillinum citrinum, which has 49 % sequence identity 

compared to S 1. The overall fold and the active site of S 1 nuclease is basically identical to 

that of PI nuclease, and also very similar to Phospholipase C from Bacillus cereus and 

alpha-toxin from Clostridium perfringens. The characteristic feature of this family of 

enzymes is a trinuclear zinc cluster in their active sites. A BLAST search in the sequence 

databases revealed several other protein sequences from bacteria, protozoa and plants 

possessing an approximately 30 % sequence identity compared to S 1 nuclease, but 

showing an almost complete conservation of structurally and functionally important 

residues. Soaking and co-crystallisation experiments with substrate analogues have been 

carried out in order to obtain an enzyme-substrate complex. These efforts have not 

resulted in the structure determination of any complexes under crystallisation conditions: 

no binding of substrate has been observed. Nevertheless, an enzyme mechanism has been 

proposed based on structural data of S 1 nuclease and nucleases with similar active sites. 

The Crystal Structure of an Sm-Related Protein from Archaeoglobus 

fulgidus 

In eukaryotes Sm and Sm-like proteins are the core components of the small 

nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNPs), which are involved in a variety of functions 
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including rRNA processing, tRNA maturation and pre-mRNA processing. The Sm 

proteins are 70 to 120 amino acids long and share a common bi-partite signature 

sequence. The spliceosome, where the transesterification reaction of splicing occurs, is 

assembled by several snRNPs named after their constituting snRNA: U1, U2, U4, U5 and 

U6. An snRNA contains a short single stranded, uridine rich sequence motif, where the Sm 

proteins bind, but the three-dimensional arrangement of the Sm proteins and the mode of 

binding is unknown. In humans there are seven different canonical Sm proteins, which 

according to biochemical and electron microscopic studies seem to form a seven 

membered ring in vitro. Recently two crystal structures of human Sm protein dimers have 

been published. 

Interestingly Sm-related protein sequences have been found in the available 

genomic database of various Archaebacteria based on sequence homology. In contrast with 

eukaryotes only one or two Sm-related protein sequences have been identified in one 

organism. Their function is currently unknown, since analogous pre-mRNA splicing does 

not occur in Archaebacteria. Two Sm-related proteins of Archaeoglobus fulgidus have 

been cloned and expressed as fusion proteins. One of them called AF-Sm2 has been 
o 

crystallised utilising ammonium sulphate as precipitant and solved to 1.95 A resolution by 

SIRAS using a single mercury derivative. AF-Sm2 crystallises in a hexagonal space group 

(P6) and contains one molecule per asymmetric unit. The 77 residue long protein has a 

very similar fold compared to the solved human Sm protein structures: a short N-terminal 

a-helix followed by a five stranded, strongly bent, U-shaped ~-sheet resulting in a 

barrel-like overall fold. Six AF-Sm2 molecules form a ring in the crystal structure 

mediated by extensive hydrophobic and hydrogen-bonding interactions. Gel filtration 

experiments have indicated a pH dependence of oligomerisation in accordance with the 

crystallisation experiences. Currently the target of the Sm-related proteins of 

Archaeoglobus fulgidus and the stochiometry of oligomerisation in vivo is completely 

unknown. 
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Part A: The crystal structure of SI nuclease from 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Aspergillus oryzae 

1.1 Introduction to nucleases 

By definition nucleases are enzymes which cleave phosphodiester bonds producing 

either nicks in double stranded DNA, shorter nucleic acid segments or nucleotides. 

Nucleases can be classified in terms of their various biochemical or structural properties. 

The following categories are based on how nucleases act on various types of nucleic acids. 

They can act on double stranded substrates, like most of the restriction enzymes, while 

certain nucleases act only on single stranded nucleic acid showing no or only minimal 

affinity toward double stranded substrates. Single strand specific nucleases are actually 

members of the structure selective nucleases, which can recognise a certain structural 

feature or conformation of the nucleic acids, rather than their sequence (reviewed by Suck, 

1998). Nucleases, which cleave a nucleotide from the ends of the nucleic acid substrate are 

called exonucleases, while nucleases capable of hydrolysing phosphodiester bonds within 

the sequence are termed endonucleases. Another way of classification can be based on the 

chemical nature of the sugar component in nucleic acids. Ribonucleases act preferentially 

on RNA, while deoxyribonucleases cleave mostly single or double stranded DNA, but 

there exist nucleases which do not discriminate between RNA and DNA. In cases where 

the final cleavage products are nucleotides one distinguishes between nucleases producing 
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3' or 5' nucleoside phosphates. An important group of nucleases are the site specific 

nucleases which require a short unique nucleotide sequence where they cleave. A good 

example is the restriction enzymes. 

1.1.1 Phosphate ester hydrolysis 

The common feature of nucleases is that they hydrolyse phosphodiester bonds. The 

phosphodiester bond, although it is thermodynamically unstable in an aqueous 

environment, is extremely stable even in 1 M N aOH due to the very high kinetic energy 

barrier to hydrolysis (Chin et aI., 1989). One reason for that is the negative charge of the 

phosphate group which causes electrostatic repulsion with the attacking hydroxide 

(Westheimer, 1987). The charge on the phosphate gives rise to 107 times slower hydrolysis 

in the case of dimethyl phosphate compared to trimethyl phosphate (Guthrie, 1977). 

However, the speedup comparing enzyme catalysed hydrolysis by alkaline phosphatase to 

the spontaneous reaction, which actually hydrolyses phosphomonoester bonds, is 

approximately 1016 (Serpersu et aI., 1987). It is quite obvious that the active centre of the 

enzyme does more to accelerate the hydrolysis than simply neutralising the negative 

charge of the phosphate group. 

Generally the enzyme catalysed phosphodiester bond cleavage proceeds with the 

cleavage of the P-O bond. Recently in a few cases another mechanism has been found 

which proceeds with the cleavage of the C-O bond. This B-elimination reaction is 

exploited by repair enzymes acting on aldehydic abasic sites (Bailly & Verly, 1987: 

Mazumder et aI., 1990). Theoretically the hydrolysis of phosphate esters can proceed in 

two ways (Figure 1.1). One reaction mechanism is an SN 1 reaction: the prior dissociation 

of the leaving group forming a metaphosphate ester then addition of water. The other route 

is an SN2 reaction: association with the attacking group forming a pentacoordinate 
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intermediate then the release of the leaving group. The current view nowadays based on 

theory and experimental results is that phosphodiester bond hydrolysis proceed 

exclusively via the SN2 mechanism with the exception of ~-elimination mentioned abo e 

(Gerlt, 1992). 

SN1(P) 

OR' 
/ 

RO-P 
~"" "'~'O 0.5-

o 0.5-

R'OH 

L. 

OR' 
/ 

RO-P 
~ .. ;"'o 0.5- T 
0 0.5- H20 

o 
II 
P 

RO/ ~O 

OR' 

RO'I1/,,,. I · .. ·p-O-

'0" I 
OH 

R'OH 

L. 

OH 
/ 

RO-P 

l " ""~'O 0.5-

o 0.5-

OH 
/ 

RO-P 
~ "" "'~O 0.5-

o 0.5-

Figure 1.1 The dissociative (SNl) and associative (SN2) mechanism of phosphodiester 

hydrolysis. For enzyme catalysed hydrolysis only the latter mechanism is relevant. 

One consequence of the SN2 mechanism is that it proceeds with the inversion of 

configuration. It means that the tetrahedrally coordinated reactant and the product are 

enantiomers if the ligands are all different but the attacking and leaving group are the 

same. However if the pentacoordinate intermediate has a long enough lifetime, in theory a 

reorganisation process, termed "pseudorotation" could occur which proceeds with the 

retention of configuration (Westheimer, 1968). Pseudorotation is a reorganisation of the 

pentacoordinate intermediate in a way that two equatorial ligands become axial and Ice 

versa. While pseudorotation can occur in non-enzymatic displacement reaction of 

phosphate esters, up to now no enzyme catalysed phosphate ester hydrolysi proceeding 

with pseudorotation has been found. 
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1.1.2 The enzyme catalysed hydrolysis of phosphate esters 

Biochemical experiments, especially those which focus on enzyme kinetics and 

reaction stereochemistry can provide a lot of useful information about the mechanism of 

nuclease action. However, the proper identification of the catalytic groups involved and 

the detailed reaction mechanism at the atomic level can be studied only if high resolution 

structural information is available. Fortunately, several nuclease structures have been 

solved at nearly atomic resolution, among them complexes with substrate, substrate 

analogue or inhibitor making it possible to draw some conclusions about their catalytic 

mechanism. 

As was mentioned above the hydrolysis can proceed either with inversion of 

configuration on the phosphorous or with retention. The latter mechanism was found more 

infrequently compared to inversion of configuration. As the first step retention involves 

the displacement of the leaving group by a nucleophilic active site residue. In the second 

step the covalent intermediate is hydrolysed. A very good, well studied example, in which 

retention occurs, is alkaline phosphatase. As the first step of the hydrolysis, the residue 

S 102 in the active centre forms a phosphate ester bond with the phosphate. This step 

proceeds with inversion of configuration. In the next step the phosphate is displaced by a 

zinc activated water, which step also involves inversion, therefore two inversions result in 

retention of configuration on the phosphorous (Figure 1.2; Holtz et aI., 1999). Another 

function of the active site residues may be to provide a general base which assists the 

attack of the nucleophile; a general acid which assists the dissociation of the leaving group 

and an electrophilic residue or residues which stabilise the pentacoordinate transition state 

by interacting with the negatively charged phosphate oxygen atoms (Mildvan, 1997). In 

addition to the active site residues metal ions can participate in the catalytic mechanism 

generally acting as Lewis acids. In the following paragraph selected examples with known 
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structure are discussed in relation to their catalytic mechanism 
E . 

• Znl Arg l66 Zn, R 
~ ROP 

ROP • ..• 

\ ~ 

Zn 1 
• .... A 1"0 

'~166 

A ··,·· ........ ~ -~ t/ ....... ~ 
------, .. ~ •.... 

Zn:z 
Serl02 

E- P 

Figure 1.2 The hydrolytic mechanism of alkaline phosphatase involves retension of 

configuration as a result of two times inversion (SN2 reaction) (Holtz et al., 1999). 

1.1.3 The role of metal ions in the enzyme catalysed cleavage of 

phosphodiester bond. 

Most of the nucleases depend on the presence of bivalent metal ions. They can 

participate in the catalytic mechanism acting as Lewis acids or simply stabilising the 

pentacoordinate intermediate by electrostatic interaction illustrated by the following 

examples. 

In the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA (Beese & Steitz, 1991 ; Brautigham & 

Steitz 1998) polymerase I, that possesses the 3'-5' exonuclease activity, magne ium and 

zinc playa mUltiple role in catalysis. One of the two closely spaced metal ion (Zn A) act 

as a Lewis-acid for the attacking hydroxide and orientates a glutamic acid re idue, which 

in tum acts as a ba e for the same hydroxide group. The other ion (Mg B) tabili the 

leaving group and al tabili e the tran ition tate directly by binding to ne f th 
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phosphate oxygen atoms together with the other bivalent cation. This reaction mechanism, 

also found in other hydrolases, is the so called "two-metal ion mechanism". 

Staphylococcal nuclease accommodates a Ca2+ ion bound to the phosphate in the 

crystal structure of the enzyme inhibitor complex (Cotton et aI., 1979; Loll et aI., 1989; 

Hynes et al., 1991). The enzyme hydrolyses the P-05' bond through concerted general 

acid-base mechanism involving glutamate and arginine residues where the glutamate 

activates an attacking water molecule while two arginine side chains make hydrogen bonds 

to the phosphate oxygen. An additional role of the arginines is to stabilize the transition 

state. 

The structures of ribonuclease H from E. coli (Katayanagi et aI., 1990; Katayanagi 

et aI., 1992) and the ribonuclease H domain of HIV -1 reverse transcriptase (Davies et aI., 

o 

1991) have been solved respectively to 1.48 and 2.4 A resolution by X-ray 

crystallography. These ribonucleases degrade the RNA strand of a DNA-RNA hybrid in 

the presence of Mg by cleaving the P-03' bond. Soaking the HIV ribonuclease H with 

Mn2+ ions revealed two metal binding sites 4 A apart coordinated by carboxylate groups 

(Davies et aI., 1991). These experimental results strongly suggest a catalytic mechanism 

very similar to the two metal ion mechanism described in the case of the Klenow fragment 

of DNA polymerase (Yang et aI., 1990), despite the fact that in E. coli ribonuclease H 

only one Mg binding site has been identified (Katayanagi et aI., 1992).In fact, it has been 

shown for the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I that both metal ions are 

bound tightly only in the presence of substrate (Beese & Steitz, 1991). 

Pancreatic bovine DNase I hydrolyses double stranded DNA by introducing nicks 

through cleavage of the P-03' bond. It is neither sequence nor base specific, however the 

cleavage rate is strongly sequence dependent (Lomonosoff et aI., 1981; Drew & Travers 

1984). The enzyme binds in the minor grove of dsDNA by widening and at the same time 

bending it towards the major groove (Suck et aI., 1988; Lahm and Suck, 1991 ;Lahm et al., 

1991). Site directed mutagenesis studies have shown that H 134 and H252 are equally 
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important for catalysis (Doherty et ai., 1992, Worrall and Conolly, 1990). One of the 

DNaseI-dsDNA complexes solved to 2.3 A resolution contains octamer dsDNA which is 

not cleaved by the enzyme (Weston et ai., 1992). The arrangement of the active site 

residues suggests a general acid-base mechanism. It has been proposed that H 134 

functions as a general acid, protonating the leaving 03', whereas H252 acts as a general 

base activating a water molecule by increasing its nucleophilicity. The metal ion, usually 

magnesium in vivo, is necessary to orientate the phosphate group and to stabilise the 

transition state. 

S 1 nuclease from Aspergillus oryzae (Ando, 1966), P 1 nuclease from Penicillinum 

citrinum (Fujimoto et ai., 1974a) and E. coli endonuclease IV (Saporito & Cunningham, 

1988) belong to the family of zinc dependent nucleases. Their structures have been solved 

(Volbeda et ai., 1991; Toro & Suck, in preparation; Hosfield et ai., 1999) showing that all 

three nucleases possess a trinuclear zinc cluster in the active site, and probably share a 

common hydrolytic mechanism. 

1.2 The role of zinc in the active site of zinc dependent hydrolases 

There is a growing number of enzymes, including nucleases, which contain two 

or three catalytically important metal ions, very frequently zinc, in the active centre. The 

characteristic feature of this family of enzymes is a metal ion pair separated by about 3.5 

A, while sometimes a third metal ion is bound about 5 A from the bimetal pair (reviewed 

by Wilcox, 1996; reviewed by Strater et ai., 1996). To answer the question why zinc is so 

much favoured in comparison to other bi- or multivalent metal ions in protein structures, 

first one has to consider the electron configuration of the bivalent zinc ion (Berg and Shi, 

1996). Since Zn2+ has a completely filled d-shell it has no ligand field stabilization energy 

when coordinated by ligands in any geometry. For ions with partially filled d orbitals this 
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energy term can discriminate between vanous arrangements of the ligands. Another 

feature of the zinc ion is that according to hard-soft acid-base theory it is regarded as 

borderline acid. As a consequence, zinc can interact with a variety of ligands including 

sulphur from cysteine, nitrogen from histidine, lysine and the N-terminal amino group, 

with oxygen ligands of carboxylate groups and last but not least water. The 

electrochemical stability of Zn2
+ also makes it very suitable to playa structural or catalytic 

role in proteins. Under physiological conditions it is redox inactive: it can be neither 

reduced nor oxidized. 

Vallee and Auld compared the X -ray structure of a dozen zinc dependent enzymes 

regarding the coordination of the catalytic zinc ions (Vallee & Auld, 1990a). Zinc forms 

complexes with nitrogen, oxygen and sulphur containing ligands having a binding 

frequency of His » Glu > Asp = Cys. Water was found as a universal ligand and critical 

component of the catalytic site (Vallee & Auld, 1990a). Another interesting finding is that 

while the first two ligands are only 1-3 residues apart in the sequence, the third ligand is 

positioned considerably further, at least 19 residues from the second zinc coordinating 

residue. A similar study has shown a preference of ligands in the two cases when zinc 

plays a structural or catalytic role. Structurally important zinc is most frequently 

coordinated by four sulphur ligands while this is never the case for catalytic zinc (Vallee 

and Auld, 1990b). The same authors use the term "cocatalytic zinc binding site" in 

enzymes with two or three zinc atoms in close proximity to one another emphasizing their 

functional unity. A remarkable structural feature of these cocatalytic sites is the bridging 

carboxylate group of an aspartic or glutamic acid residue which bind two zinc ions (Vallee 

& Auld, 1993a; Vallee & Auld, 1993b). 

A common feature in the mechanism of the bi- or trinuclear metallohydrolases, 

including zinc dependent nucleases, is the activation of a water molecule by a metal ion or 

ions acting as a Lewis acid. The water molecule, which should be considered rather as a 

hydroxide ion in such a case, is frequently forming a bridge between the two ions of the 
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above discussed "cocatalytic metal binding sites". 

Enzyme Abbreviation Metal in the 
• 0 

Reference DIstance fA] 
I 

active site 

PI nuclease PI Znl-Zn2-Zn3 3.2 (Znl-Zn3) Volbeda et 
I 

aI., 1991 i 

SI nuclease SI Znl-Zn2-Zn3 3.28 (Znl-Zn3) Tor6& 
i 

Suck, in 
preparation 

Endonuclease IV - Znl-Zn2-Zn3 3.4 (Znl-Zn2) Hosfield et 
aI., 1999 

Phospholipase C PLC Znl-Zn2-Zn3 3.3 (Znl-Zn3) Hough et aI., 
1989 

Phosphotriesterase PTE Zn-Zn 3.8 (Cdl-Cd2*) Benning et 
aI., 1995 

Leucinaminopeptidase LAP Zn-Zn 3.0 (Znl-Zn2) Strater & 
Lipscomb, 
1995 

Aminopeptidase from AAP ZnZn 3.5 (Znl-Zn2) Chevrier et 
A. proteolytica aI., 1994 

Bovine Calcineurin PP-2B Fe-Zn 3.0 (Fel-Zn2) Griffith et 
aI., 1995 

Purple acid PAP Fe-Zn 3.1 (Fel-Zn2) Strater et aI., 
phosphatase 1995; 

Klabunde et 
aI., 1996 

Alkaline phosphatase AP Znl-Zn2-Mg3 4.1 (Znl-Zn2) Kim and 
Wyckoff, 
1991 

Serffhr phosphatase PP-l Fe-Zn 3.3 (Mnl-Mn2*) Goldberg et 
aI., 1995 

DNA polymerase I Pol-I ZnMg 3.9 (ZnA-MgB) Beese & 
(Klenow fragment) Steitz, 1991 

* Other ion rather than the in vivo bound metal ion (Zn) was used for the structure 

determination 

Table 1.1 Zn-Zn (or Zn-other metal ion) distances in hydrolases with zinc ion(s) in the 

active site 
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The active site structure and catalytic mechanism of bi- or trinuclear 

metallohydrolases has been excellently reviewed by Wilcox (1996) and Strater et ai. 

(1996). Table 1.1 summarises the bi-or trinuclear zinc dependent hydrolases. 

1.3 The single-strand specific nucleases SI from Aspergillus oryzae and 

PI from Penicillinum citrinum 

So far, a number of single strand specific nucleases have been isolated from 

various sources, including fungi, bacteria, yeast, plants and animals. The best characterised 

single strand specific nucleases are: S 1 nuclease from Aspergillus oryzae, Nuclease PI 

from Penicillinum citrinum, mung bean nuclease I, Neurospora crassa nuclease, Ustilago 

maydis nuclease and BAL 31 nuclease. The first three nucleases are zinc dependent 

enzymes, N. crassa nuclease is an enzyme containing cobalt. Single strand specific 

nucleases are widely used in molecular biology to specifically cleave single stranded 

regions of double stranded nucleic acids leaving the double stranded regions mostly intact. 

This general feature of the enzymes can be exploited in a number of techniques as well as 

in the industrial preparation of mononucleotides from DNA and RNA. Due to their 

stability in a wide range of conditions and the absence of complicating side reactions PI 

and S 1 nuclease are the most frequently used single strand specific nucleases (Shishido & 

Ando, 1982; Fraser et aI., 1993). 

The extracellulary secreted fungal proteins S 1 nuclease from Aspergillus oryzae 

and PI nuclease from Penicillinum citrinum have been isolated and characterised by Ando 

(1966) and Fujimoto (Fujimoto et ai., 1974a,b,c,d; Fujimoto et aI., 1975a,b). A nuclease in 

the P. citrinum cell culture was earlier reported to be useful for the preparation of 5'

mononucleotides from bulk RNA (Kuninaka, 1961). 

The primary structure of S 1 and PI nucleases is known (Maekawa et ai., 1991: 
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Iwamatsu et aI., 1991). The comparison of the two sequences shows a sequence identity as 

high as 49% (Appendix A). The spread of identical residues is uniform allover the 

sequence suggesting also high structural homology. Besides their high sequence 

homology, their strikingly similar biochemical properties justifies discussing them 

together. 

1.3.1 Biochemical properties of nuclease SI and PI 

The factors affecting the activity of S 1 and PI nucleases have been thoroughly 

studied and well described in the literature. They will be discussed below together with the 

substrate specificity of both nucleases. 

S 1 and PI nucleases are heat stable enzymes. PI nuclease is stable below 60 

degrees whereas it shows highest activity at 70 degrees (Fujimoto et aI., 1974a,b). The 

heat stability of S 1 nuclease has been utilised by one of the purification protocols heating 

to 75 degrees as a first step (Fujimoto et aI., 1974a; Vogt, 1973, Vogt, 1980). The stability 

at high temperature is believed to be the result of their high content of hydrophobic 

residues (over 50%) whereas the contribution of sugar to the stability at high temperature 

has been questioned by comparative analysis of the unmodified and glycosidase-treated 

enzyme (Shishido & Habuka, 1986). 

The pH of highest enzymatic activity falls into the acidic range for both enzymes. 

It is pH 5.3 and 4.5 for PI and S 1 nucleases respectively. Elevating or decreasing the pH 

from the optimum results in a significant decrease of the enzyme activity (Fujimoto et al., 

1974b,c; Ando, 1966; Vogt, 1973). Ionic strength is another parameter which strongly 

affects the activity of Sl and PI nucleases. For polyU and polyC as substrates PI has a 

significantly decreased activity even at 200 mM NaCI concentration (Fujimoto et al., 

1974b). Sl nuclease also shows an activity optimum at 100 mM NaCI concentration, 
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having still 97% activity at 200 mM concentration, whereas 400 mM NaCI decreases its 

activity against ssDNA to 55% (Sutton, 1971). 

Both nucleases are zinc dependent enzymes. Treatment with EDT A inactivates 

both enzymes in a stepwise manner which can be monitored by enzyme activity assays and 

CD-spectroscopy. Addition of EDT A to a concentration as high as 1 mM completely 

abolishes the activity of PI that is reflected in a change of its CD spectra. The stepwise 

removal of zinc ions, eventually leading to unfolding of the enzymes, strongly suggests 

different roles of the individual zinc atoms bound in S 1 and PI nucleases. Addition of zinc 

partially restores activity and even 50 mM EDT A is insufficient to cause complete 

inactivation if added zinc is present. Three bound zinc atoms have been found in both 

nucleases as a result of atomic absorption spectroscopy and quantitative titration with 

EDTA monitoring conformational change by CD-spectroscopy. (Fujimoto et at., 1974b; 

Fujimoto et at., 1975a,b; Fujimoto et at., 1980; Vogt, 1973; Shishido & Habuka, 1986). 

The reported molecular weight of PI and SI nucleases are -36 and 32 kDa 

respectively (Maekawa et at., 1991; Vogt, 1973). However, there is a considerable 

difference between the molecular weight obtained by experimental methods (SDS-P AGE, 

MS, etc.) and the MW calculated on the basis of their sequences (29 kDa). The missing 

molecular mass can be attributed to glycosylated asparagine side chains. The sugar content 

has been analyzed for PI nuclease by direct chemical methods. D-mannose, D-galactose 

and N-acetyl-glucosamine have been found in a ratio of 6:2: 1. High binding affinity of PI 

to concanavalin A Sepharose was also observed which indicates high mannose content 

(Fujimoto et at., 1975a). Actually, one of the purification methods of SI nuclease is based 

on its similar affinity to Con A Sepharose (Shishido & Habuka, 1986). The sequencing of 

SI nuclease revealed the glycosylation sites N92 and N228 (lwamatsu et at., 1991). 
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1.3.2 Substrate specificity and inhibition of SI and PI nucleases 

Both enzymes hydrolyse preferentially single-stranded DNA and RNA (Ando, 

1966; Fujimoto et al., 1974a). For SI nuclease the cleavage rate for dsDNA has been 

found to be 75000 times lower in a comparative experiment (Wiegand et aI., 1975). The 

product of hydrolysis in both cases are 5' -mononucleotides (Ando, 1966; Fujimoto et al., 

1974a). PI and SI nucleases are exo-endonucleases: as the hydrolysis starts 5'

mononucleotides as well as shortened single-stranded fragments are detectable, which are 

finally hydrolysed to 5'-mononucleotides (Sutton, 1971). Besides the nuclease activity 

both nucleases possess an intrinsic 2'- and 3' -nucleotidase activity. The nucleotidase 

activity is lower in terms of reaction rates compared to the nuclease activity. Ribose-3'

phosphate and ribose-2' -phosphate are not cleaved. These findings strongly suggest that 

the minimal requirement of both nucleases is the presence of the base and a 3' (or 2') 

phosphate group in the substrate, however the type of the base slightly influences the 

cleavage rates as it was shown for 3'-mononucleotides and dinucleotides (Fujimoto et aI., 

1974a,b,c,d; Oleson & Sasakuma, 1980; Oleson & Hoganson, 1981; Box et aI., 1993). 

There are quantitative differences between the specificity of the two nucleases. For PI 

nuclease the relative rate of cleavage for different substrates is the following: RNA > 

ssDNA> 3'NMP > 3'dNMP > 2'NMP > dsDNA (Fujimoto et ai. 1974c). In contrast, the 

best substrate of S 1 nuclease is ssDNA, while RNA is cleaved with a two times lower rate. 

The nucleotidase activity of S 1 is similar that of PI nuclease (Oleson & Sasakuma, 1980; 

Oleson & Hoganson, 1981). The hydrolysis of the P-03' bond proceeds with the inversion 

of configuration (Potter et aI., 1983a; Potter et aI., 1983b) which indicates that no covalent 

enzyme-SUbstrate intermediate is involved in the hydrolytic mechanism. 

As was found for other nucleases discussed in this chapter the products of 

hydrolysis may act as inhibitors. S 1 nuclease is inhibited by various phosphate containing 
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compounds, like inorganic phosphate, pyrophosphate, 5' dAMP and 5' -dATP, the latter 

being the strongest inhibitor (Wiegand et aI., 1975; Oleson & Hoganson, 1981). 

Interestingly, while short oligonucleotides with 5' -phosphate (Fujimoto et aI., 1974d; 

Potter et aI., 1983b) have been found to be the best substrates for PI nuclease, on the other 

hand the 5' -mononucleotides are the best inhibitors. Dinucleotides with 5' abasic 

nucleotide are not hydrolysed at all by PI and SI nucleases (Weinfield et al., 1989). 

Dinucleotides with decreased aromaticity of the base of the 5' -nucleotide are, at best, 

weak substrates of PI nuclease (Weinfeld et aI., 1993). These findings clearly indicate that 

the base of the 5' -nucleotide is crucial in the recognition of substrate, and additionally 

suggest the presence of an extended nucleotide binding site in the 5' direction from the 

catalytic site. 

1.3.3 Action on double stranded nucleic acids 

Single strand specificity does not mean that S 1 and PI nucleases do not cleave 

double stranded DNA at all. PI or S 1 nuclease introduce only a few nicks to dsDNA of 

phage <I> X 174 (Godson, 1973) when compared to the contemporal total cleavage of single 

stranded DNA. Based on similar studies it has been proposed that zinc dependent single-

strand specific nucleases cleave dsDNA at regions where single strands can form locally 

due to local melting or partial denaturation (St. John et aI., 1974; Wiegand et aI., 1975). 

Pulleyblank et al. have proposed that the selectivity of zinc dependent single-strand 

specific nucleases is rather a consequence of the ability of these enzymes to recognise 

discrete conformations of the phosphodiester bonds that are simply rare in double stranded 

DNA whereas more abundant in double stranded nucleic acid with non-A1non-B/non-Z , 

conformations. Single stranded nucleic acids due to their higher intrinsic flexibility can 

adopt phosphodiester conformations recognised by these enzymes and therefore they are 
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cleaved more efficiently (Pulleyblank et aI., 1988). A good example is the Gel AT repeat 

which is a homopurine-homopyrimidin repeat with non-B/non-Z conformation and it is 

efficiently cleaved by SI nuclease (Evans & Efstratiadis, 1986). SI or PI hypersensitivity 

can be caused also by chemical modifications like the loss of the base. dsDNA containing 

abasic sites on the opposite strand 1-3 bp apart is cleaved by S 1 nuclease, while dsDNA 

with a discrete abasic site or two opposite abasic sites further apart than 3 bp is not 

sensitive to S 1 nuclease, suggesting that the distortion in local conformation caused in the 

latter cases is not enough for the recognition by S 1 nuclease. Single mismatches are also 

not sufficient for recognition and cleavage by SI nuclease (Silber & Loeb, 1981). 

Hairpins also represent a "non-regular" conformation of dsDNA, and are more sensitive to 

single strand specific nucleases. PI nuclease was reported to readily open hairpins leaving 

overhanging ends (Kabotyanski et aI., 1995). 

1.3.4 The structures of PI nuclease and its complexes with substrate 

analogues 

The structure of PI nuclease and its complexes with nuclease resistant 

oligonucleotide analogues have been solved (Lahm et aI., 1990; Volbeda et aI., 1991, 

Romier et aI., 1998). The particular features of the structures are in good agreement with 

the results of biochemical experiments accumulated over two decades. The structure 

revealed three closely spaced zinc atoms bound in a cleft. Two of the zinc ions are only 3.2 

A apart, bridged by a water (or hydroxide ion) on the solvent side and by the carboxylate 

o 

group of D120 from the protein's side. The third zinc ion is located about 5 A away and 

has a different coordination sphere, suggesting, in accordance with the literature, a distinct 

catalytic function in the active site. Co-crystallisation and soaking of crystals with 

substrate analogues revealed a secondary nucleotide binding site with no clear functional 
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role. The crystal structures of PI nuclease with substrate analogues either represent non

productive enzyme-substrate or enzyme-product complexes. A reaction mechanism has 

been proposed, which is in good accordance with the one proposed for the structurally 

very similar Phospholipase C from Bacillus cereus and endonuclease IV of E. coli (Hough 

et aI., 1989; Sundell et aI., 1994; Hosfield et aI., 1999). The latter enzyme is not 

homologous to PI nuclease on the sequence level, however it has an active site with a 

strikingly similar trinuclear zinc cluster. 

The structure of recombinant S 1 nuclease has been recently solved, which is the 

subject of this part of the Ph.D. thesis and will be discussed in the following two chapters. 
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Chapter 2 

Structure determination of SI nuclease from Aspergillus oryzae 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the experimental and computational methods involved in the 

structure determination of S 1 nuclease. The protein has been obtained from the laboratory 

of K. Kitamoto (University of Tokyo) in a crude lyophilised form. Conventional 

purification methods have resulted in satisfactory amounts of pure protein to carry out 

crystallisation experiments. Initial crystallisation conditions were quickly found utilising 

sparse matrix screens. The optimisation of initial conditions have given slowly growing, 

but well diffracting crystals. The phase problem was solved by molecular replacement 

using the already known structure of nuclease PI from Penicillinum citrinum. The two 

proteins have 49% sequence identity suggesting a similar fold, and as a consequence one 

expects to get a clear molecular replacement solution. Actually, even one PI molecule as a 

search model was sufficient to solve the structure of S 1 nuclease by locating the positions 

of both molecules in the asymmetric unit. Molecular replacement (MR) was followed by 

density modification and a subsequent change of the PI nuclease sequence to the correct 

sequence of S 1 nuclease. Rigid body refinement, simulated annealing and group-based B

factor refinement were run as initial refinement steps using CNS. The refinement was 

completed using a combination of CNS and REFMAC, taking advantage of the strength of 

both programs. The structure determination process is outlined in Figure 2.1. 
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Data collection 

+ 
Data pro cessing (M 0 S FLM) 

... 
Scaling (SC ALA) 

• Molecular Replacement (AMoRE)'-- PI nuclease structure 

... 
Calculation of 2-fold NCS operator 

and NCS mask .. 
Density Modification (DM) .. 

Automatic correction of sequence and 
autofitting into map; 

addition of zinc atoms (XFIT) 

• Rigid body refinement (CNS) 

~ 
S im ulated annealing (C N S) 

+ 
Grouped, 2 groups per residue 

B-factor refinement (CNS) 

• Geometry refinement (CNS) • Individual B-factor refinement (CNS) 

~ 
Automatic search for the best defined 

water molecules (CNS) 

Correction of model, inspection of automatically 
added water molecules (XFIT) 

~ (After adding - 200 waters) 

Combined refinement by CNS and REFMAC 

• t 
Correction of model, 

manual addition of solvent (XFIT) 

Figure 2.1 Flow diagram of the steps involved in the structure determination of S 1 

nuclease. Most of the programs used here are part of the CCP4 Program Suite (CCP4. 

1994). except MOSFLM (Leslie et ai.. 1986). CNS (Brunger et al .. 1998) and XFIT 

(McRee, 1999). 
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2.2 Sample preparation and crystallisation 

2.2.1 Expression and preliminary purification 

Expression and preliminary purification was done in the laboratory of K. Kitamoto, 

University of Tokyo. The gene of S 1 nuclease, nucS was cloned and placed under the 

control of the inducible strong promoter glaA on the expression plasmid. The recombinant 

protein was overexpressed in the native organism, Aspergillus orizae resulting in an 

approximately 1200-fold yield compared to the unmodified organism (Lee et aI., 1995). 

Since the overproduced protein is secreted to the extracellular space, the cells do not need 

to be lysed. The extract was concentrated using a 10 kDa ultrafiltration membrane. The 

concentrated sample was then treated with 80% saturated ammonium sulphate, and the 

precipitate was centrifuged. After centrifugation the precipitate was dissolved in S 1 buffer 

(30 mM NaOAc, pH 4.6, 100 mM NaCI, 1 mM Zn2S04) and dialysed against the same 

buffer. Following the ultracentrifugation of the dialysed protein solution, the sample was 

lyophilised and given to us for further purification and crystallisation. 

2.2.2 Purification to homogeneity 

400 mg of lyophilisate was dissolved in 20 ml of buffer A (30 mM NaOAc, pH 

4.6, 1 mM ZnCh), and loaded on an equilibrated Q-Sepharose FastFlow column (0 = 

26mm, 40 cm long) from Pharmacia. The isoelectric point of the protein is around pH 4.3, 

thus at pH 4.6 it has a slightly negative net charge. The active group of the Q-Sepharose 

resin is a quaternary ammonium salt thus the negatively charged S 1 molecules bind to the 

column at low salt levels. A linear salt gradient was applied to the column and the protein 

was eluted in -300 mM NaCl. On the SDS-PA gel a tiny amount of impurity could be 
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detected, but its MW was much higher than the MW of S 1 nuclease. The peak fraction 

were collected and concentrated on a 10 kDa ultrafiltration membrane, then loaded on a 

Superdex 75 HiLoad gel filtration column (0 = 26mm). This final step re ulted in a 

sufficiently homogeneous protein preparation (Figure 2.2). The peak fraction were 

dialysed against a storage buffer( 10 mM NaOAc, pH 4.6,5 mM ZnCh and 50 mM NaCI), 

then the pure protein was concentrated to a concentration of 20 mg/ml and 1.2 ml volume 

on an ultrafiltration membrane with 10 kDa cutoff. The concentration of the protein was 

measured on the basis of its absorption at 280 nm (Gill & von Hippel, 1989). The molar 

extinction coefficient of S 1 nuclease at this wavelength is high due to its high content of 

aromatic amino acid side chains, thus low protein concentrations still give reliable 

absorbance values. The purified protein was analysed by mass-spectrometry. The 

spectrum (Figure 2.3) shows a series of peaks which are separated by molecular mass 

values typical of carbohydrate residues. Fortunately the different glycosylation states of 

the protein molecules did not prevent crystallisation. 

Figure 2.2 SDS-PAGE of the S 1 nuclease fraction after the final purification t p (g I 

filtration). Each well of the gel was loaded with equal olume of eluate. 
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Figure 2.3 Mass spectrum of purified S 1 nuclease. The spectrum demonstrates the 

heterogeneity of the protein preparation due to different glycosylation level of the 

individual protein molecules. The mass difference between successive peaks corresponds 

approximately to the molecular weight of a hexose. 

2.2.3 Crystallisation 

2.2.3.1 Theory and praxis of protein crystallisation 

Crystallisation is a crucial step in the process of structure determination by X -ray 

crystallography. It is also the least understood step despite the fact that the phy ical 

chemistry of crystal formation, nucleation, growth and cessation of growth ha e been 

extensively studied (McPherson, 1982' Feher & Kam, 1985; Ducroix & Gi ge, 199_) . Th 

larg number of parameter which need to be explored in cry talli ation exp rim nt and 

the conformational fle ibility f biomolecule, like proteins 111e. ke Cf) talll ti n 
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difficult task. That is why crystallisation of proteins is still a trial and error procedure. 

The basic principle behind any crystallisation is to bring the protein solution to a 

supersaturated state. Since supersaturation is thermodynamically un favoured, the solution 

returns to equilibrium by the formation of a crystalline or amorphous solid phase. The 

difficult task is to find conditions where crystals grow slowly from the supersaturated 

solution. The number of variables influencing crystal formation makes the number of 

conditions to be tested extremely large. Since the available amount of protein is usually 

limited, the number of initial trial conditions has to be reasonable, but should still sample 

the widest possible range of parameter space. The incomplete factorial method (Carter & 

Carter, 1979; Carter, 1992) in which a coarse matrix of conditions is explored, and a 

modified version, where the choice of conditions is biased towards conditions which are 

already known to yield crystals (Jancarik & Kim, 1991), may give a good starting point for 

crystallisation. A careful optimisation of the parameters usually results in better quality 

crystals. 

Supersaturation can be achieved by using various precipitants. A common method 

is to increase the effective concentration of the protein by adding salt or PEG (McPherson, 

1985). A second method is to decrease the repulsive forces between the molecules by 

decreasing the ionic strength or by adding organic solvents which increase electrostatic 

interaction between the molecules (Blundell & Johnson, 1976). Two parameters from the 

large number of variables are usually the most influential in crystal growth: the effective 

pH and the temperature. A high level of purity of the protein sample is mandatory for 

successful crystallisation. The preparation has to be not only chemically pure, i.e. no 

contamination should be present, but the molecules have to be homogeneous at the 

molecular level. It means that the protonation state, disulphide bridges, and 

posttranslational modifications have to be the same in all the molecules. 

In order to achieve supersaturation, several methods can be used. Popular methods 

are vapour diffusion, microbatch methods, dialysis and free interface diffusion (Ducroix & 
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Giege, 1992). The most popular technique is vapour diffusion where a drop of the protein 

solution (usually 1 JlI) is mixed with the same volume of well solution which has a 

significantly higher volume compared to the drop. 

2.2.3.2 Crystallisation of Sl nuclease 

The initial screens were set up using a protocol (Zeelen et al., 1994) based on the 

incomplete factorial screen of Kim and Jancarik (Jancarik & Kim, 1991). The screening 

procedure was implemented as a pipetting robot program using 25 different solutions for 

the preparation of 48 well solutions. The robot consists of a standard Gilson autosampler 

and a motor-driven syringe. The control software (Oldfield et al., 1991) of the robot 

makes it easily possible to modify the well solutions at will. 

The screen quickly showed that the protein is prone to crystallise with PEG as 

precipitant and that the pH should be between 6.5 and 8.0. As a result of using 15-20 

PEG2000 monomethylether as precipitant and a pH around 7.5 it was possible to obtain 

long clustered needles. Varying the average molecular weight of PEG and the pH, and 

trying several additives did not improve the quality of the crystals. Several crystallisation 

trials were set up utilising higher PEG concentrations (25%) and these resulted in nicely 

formed individual crystals. The interesting point in the crystallisation process was that the 

drops contained a voluminous amorphous precipitate after setting them up, while 1-2 

months later the drops cleared up and a shower of nicely shaped crystals appeared (Figure 

2.4). After optimisation the following conditions were found to be optimal for growth of 

this crystal form of S 1 nuclease: 25% PEG2000 monomethylether, 100 mM HEPES, pH 

8.0, 5 mM ZnCh. Despite the fact that many crystals grew in the drop it was possible to 

find crystals with a size of up to 0.25 mm as their longest dimension. 
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Figure 2.4 S 1 nuclease crystals growing from amorphous precipitate. In the drop shown 

here most of the precipitated protein is incorporated into crystals. 

2.3 Data collection and processing 

2.3.1 Introduction to diffraction theory 

X-ray data collection from a protein crystal is the measurement of intensitie 

diffracted by the crystal lattice. The detection methods can be either film, single photon 

counter, image plate, area detectors or charge coupled device camera (CCD). Nowaday, 

the most widely used detector types are the image plate and the CCD camera (Gruner & 

Ealick, 1995) combined with the oscillation method that implie the rotation of the ry tal 

around a ing} axi perpendicular to the beam (Arndt & Wonacott. (977) . After c rt in 
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rotation range the detector device is read out and the diffraction pattern is digitally tored 

for analysis. 

The scattering of X-rays on crystals is a result of the interaction between the X-

rays as electromagnetic waves and the electrons of the molecules in the crystal. The wa e 

scattered by the crystal are the vectorial sum of all waves each scattered by a single 

electron. The symmetry imposed by the packing of the individual molecules in the crystal 

lattice is reflected in the symmetry of the diffraction pattern which can be explained most 

simply by using the concept of a reciprocal lattice. The reciprocal lattice rotates exactly as 

the real lattice does. The observed reflection pattern can be easily constructed if we 

consider the condition of reflection, when a reciprocal lattice point is passing through a 

sphere with a radius of lIA. This geometrical representation was proposed by Ewald, and is 

known as Ewald-construction (Figure 2.5). 

reflected beam 

. --... -\----y reciprocal lattice --, . . 
- ...... -

Incident beam 

Ewald-sphere 

Figure 2.5 The Ewald construction. 0 is the origin of the reciprocal lattice, Phkl is a 

reciprocal lattice point. The radius of the circle is Isol = lIA. Scattering occurs when the 

vector S has its endpoint P"kl on the sphere. The direction of scattering is s. 

While one can ea ily measure the inten ity (amplitude) of the cattered beam by u ing a 

detection method mentioned above, it i impo ible to measure the pluHe which h 'v t 
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be obtained indirectly. Once the phases are available the electron density can be derived 

from the experimental intensities by the procedure of Fourier-transformation. Without 

proving them, some of the fundamental equations are presented below: 

• The atomic scattering factor for a single atom is the function of the electron density: 

f=f p{r )·exp{2rrir·S)dr h' . . , were S IS the vector s-so (FIgure 2.5) and r IS the 
r 

vector pointing to the scatterer (the electron) from the origin, which is the nucleus in this 

case. per) is the electron density at the end point of r. The electron cloud of atoms is 

assumed to be spherically symmetric, therefore f is always real: 

f=2 f p(r )·cos(2rrr·S)dr . 
r 

• If we consider an entire unit cell then we have to sum the atomic scattering as vectors 

which gives us the so called structure factor: 

n 

F{S)= I f/ exp(2rrir·S) . 
j=l 

• Moreover, if we calculate the scattering of a crystal, we must add the scattering of each 

individual unit cell with respect to a single origin: 

n, n2 n3 

K(S)=F(S)X I exp(2rri ta'S)X I exp{2rri ub'S)X I exp{2rri vc'S) 
t=O u=O v=O 

The above equation leads to the Laue condition which states that a crystal can only diffract 

if the numbers a'S , b·S , c'S are integer numbers (h k I), otherwise the sum of the 

vectors would be equal to zero. Here a, b and c are the translation vectors in the crystal. 

The origin of the unit cells constituting the crystal lattice are at t·a + u·b + v·c, where t. u 

and v are integer numbers. 

. The structure factor can be expressed as a function of the electron density: 

F{S)= f p{r )·exp{2rrr·S) d v ,where dv= V cell·dxdydz. (x, )', z are now 
cell 

fractional coordinates). 
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• Since r.S=(a.x+b·y+c·z)·S=a.S.x+b·S·y+c·S·z=hk+ky+lz , therefore F(S) 

can be written as F(hkl) : 

1 1 1 

F(hkl)=V f f f p(xyz)exp[2rri(hx+ky+lz)]dxdydz 
x=O y=O z=O 

• The above equation expresses the structure factor as a function of the electron density. 

However, the aim of the crystallographer is to calculate the electron density of a 

molecule from the structure factors. The application of Fourier transformation solves 

this problem making it possible to calculate the electron density at any coordinate in the 

unit cell: 

p(x yz)=~ L L L F(hkl)exp[ -2rri(hx+ky+lz)] 
V h k I 

p(xyz)=-.L L L L IF(hkl)lexp[-2rri(hx+ky+lz)+ia(hkZ)] 
V h k I 

• The term IF(hkZ)1 can be derived directly from the integrated experimental intensity 

of the individual reflections: 

I (int., h k I) = Kx L X P X A X IF (h k 1)21 ,where K implies various scale factors, L 

is the Lorentz-factor, which is an instrument dependent factor, P is a correction due to 

polarisation of the incident beam and A is the correction for absorption. 

Once the amplitudes, IF(hkl)1 are obtained then the corresponding phases have 

to be determined. There. are several methods to obtain phases for protein molecules of 

usual size. The most commonly used method is the multiple isomorphous replacement 

(MIR). The basic requirement of the method is to have one or several unique heavy atom 

binding sites in the molecule and isomorphism of the native and heavy atom soaked 

(derivative) crystals. The binding of a heavy atom introduces differences between the 

amplitudes of reflections collected from the native and the derivative crystals. On the basis 

of the isomorphous differences the bound metal ions can be located in the unit cell by 

calculating a difference Patterson function (see chapter 5.3). Phasing with the located 
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heavy atoms may provide sufficiently accurate starting phases to trace an initial electron 

density map. 

With the advent of synchrotron radiation sources the multi wavelength anomalous 

dispersion (MAD) technique is becoming a more and more popular method to obtain 

initial phases. For light atoms like carbon, the reflections (h k l) and (-h-k-l) have the 

same intensity. However, for an atom with more electrons (heavy atoms) the Friedel-pairs 

are not equal anymore if the wavelength of the X -ray radiation is close to one of its 

absorption edges. The anomalous differences are usually small, and therefore precisely 

collected data of relatively high resolution are required. Once the anomalous scatterers are 

found the way of solving the structure is similar to MIR. Theoretically a single crystal is 

sufficient to measure all the necessary data if the anomalous scatterer is covalently bound 

in the molecule or incorporated into the crystal during growth. 

Molecular replacement, a method which will be discussed later, can provide phases 

derived from a structurally similar protein molecule. Such a molecule has to possess high 

sequence, and as a consequence high structural homology to the protein of interest. In 

order to obtain a solution, the search molecule has to be properly placed into the unit cell 

of the target protein by a rotational and a subsequent translational search. 

2.3.2 Data collection and processing 

Crystals of sufficient size (> 150 Jlm) were transferred into a cryoprotecting 

solution which consisted of the original well solution plus 15% glycerol. The crystals 

seemed to be very stable during the solvent exchange thus no stepwise increase of the 

cryoprotectant was necessary. After -5 minutes soak, the crystals were mounted in 

Hampton Research nylon loops and were flash frozen in a stream of dry nitrogen gas of 

lOOK (Cosier & Glaser, 1986). The freezing of crystals has several advantages (Hope. 
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1988; Henderson, 1990). Most importantly, the radiation damage is minimised compared 

to the case of a capillary mounted crystal. As a result in most cases a single crystal is 

sufficient to collect a whole data set at synchrotron sites. Another advantage is that the 

crystal does not have to be carried together with the whole crystallisation setup making the 

transport to the synchrotron site unproblematic. The frozen crystal has also higher 

mechanical stability compared to the capillary mounted crystal, therefore crystal slippage 

during data collection is not a problem anymore. 

The data collection was carried out at DESY on beamline BW7A of the EMBL 

Outstation, Hamburg. A MAR Research 30 cm image plate was used to record the 

reflections. The data collection utilises the oscillation method (Arndt & Wonacott, 1977), 

which means that the crystal is rotated around an axis perpendicular to the X-ray beam, 

and the reflections passing through the Ewald-sphere are recorded. The disadvantage of 

this method is that reflections close to the spindle axis, depending on crystal symmetry and 

orientation, might never pass through the Ewald-sphere leaving a so called blind region, 

were the reflections are not recorded. A slight change in the crystal orientation can help to 

collect more complete data sets. 

S 1 nuclease crystals diffracted well to 1.7 A resolution. Their diffraction properties 

are consistent with the primitive monoclinic space group P21, with cell dimensions a = 

42.1 A, b = 62.4 A, c = 101.3 A and P = 99.2°. The cell volume to mass ratio (Matthews, 

1968) suggested the presence of two molecules per asymmetric unit, resulting in a V M of 

2.1 and a solvent content of 40%. Two passes of data collection were necessary because 

the exposure time required to collect good high resolution data caused overloading of the 

low resolution reflections. As a result a first data set from 1.7-50 A was collected with an 

appropriately adjusted oscillation angle in order to avoid overlaps of reflections on the 

same image. The second low resolution pass from 5-50A was collected with a uniform 

oscillation angle of 2 degrees. 
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The images were processed with the program MOSFLM (Leslie et ai., 1986). The 

program provides an X-windows based user interface (Campbell, 1995) besides the 

command line which provides an excellent way of interactively controlling the refinement 

process by the user. The resulting reflection files were scaled together by SCALA (Evans, 

1997). The intensity values were converted to structure factors by TRUNCATE. The 

following table summarises the data collection statistics: 

Data set Wavelength Resolution Total Number of Overall Rsym in the 
0 0 

(A) range (A) number of unique Rsym (%) highest 
reflections reflections resolution shell 

0 

(1.70-1.79 A) 
(%) 

Native 1.000 50-1.70 367047 56722 9.2 35.0 

Data set Overall Complete- Overall 1/(5 in the Mosaicity 
comple- ness in the 1/(5 highest (0) 

teness (%) highest resolution 
resolution shell 

shell (1.70-1.79 
(1.70-1.79 

0 

A) 
0 

A) (%) 

Native 99.2 99.4 6.9 2.2 0.5 

Table 2.1 Data processing statistics for Sl nuclease. I, intensity. (5, standard deviation of 

the intensity. 

reflection. <1>, mean intensity. 

2.4 Molecular replacement 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Molecular replacement (MR) is the method to obtain phases when the atomic 

structure of a molecule with high structural homology to the protein of interest is 
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available. The model structure can be a crystal structure, but also can be derived from any 

modelling method yielding atomic coordinates. The model is placed in the unit cell of the 

target molecule by subsequent rotational and translational searches. In both cases an 

overlap function is calculated: the rotation function and the translation function 

respectively. The rotation function is the integral of the product of the Patterson-functions 

calculated from the model structure factors and the observed structure factors over a 

volume U as formulated by Rossman & Blow (Rossmann & Blow, 1962): 

R(a. /3 y)=fp(u)xp (u )du A . 
, , r r , where ex, .., and y are Eulenan angles. P( u) = u 

P(u v w), where u, v, and w are coordinates of the Patterson cell. 

Substituting the Patterson-functions gives: 

R(a., /3, y)=~ L L IF(htIF[C](h')12X f exp[-2rri(h+h')u]du , where 
V h h' U 

[C] is the rotation matrix bringing u to U r and h' is the index of the reflections calculated 

from the search model In case of cross-rotation. The weighting term 

f exp[-2rri(h+h')u]du can be substituted by U XG[-(h+h')] ,which gives: 
u V 

R(a., /3, y)= ~ L L IF(htIF[C](h,tXG[-(h+h')] , where G IS the 
V h h' 

Fourier-transform of a sphere of volume U. G is a function which falls very rapidly for 

values of h' differing from -h, considerably decreasing the number of terms to be 

calculated. Crowther (Crowther, 1972) formulated the fast rotation function by expanding 

the Patterson functions in terms of spherical harmonics instead of Cartesian Fourier 

components. This formulation resulted in a hundred-fold improvement in computational 

speed compared to the original procedure of Rossmann and Blow. 

Once the solutions from the rotational search have been determined, a translational 

search is carried out. This can be done in a trial-and-error procedure moving the search 
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molecule in the unit cell and calculating an R-factor or a correlation coefficient as a 

function of the molecular position. In another method described by Crowther and Blow 

(Crowther & Blow, 1967) a translation function is calculated that gives the correlation 

between a set of cross-Patterson vectors for a model structure and the observed Patterson-

function: 

T(t)= f P 1,2(U,t)XP(u)du , where P(u) is the observed Patterson-function, 
v 

and Pu(u,t) is the cross-Patterson-function of the model structure in which two 

molecules are related by crystallographic symmetry. With the expansion of the Patterson 

functions the following formula of the translation function can be derived: 

T(t)= L IFobs (h)1
2
.F M(h)·F~(h·[C])exp[-2rrih·t] ,where FM is the structure 

h 

factor of the model molecule, F M* is its complex conjugate, [C] is the rotation matrix of 

crystallographic symmetry, and t is the translation. The translation function can be 

corrected for the unwanted self-Patterson vectors: 

n 

Tl (1)= L {IF
obs

(h)1
2 
- L IF M(n)(h)1

2
}.F M(h)·F~(h·[C])exp[ -2rrih·t] , where 

h n=l 

n is the number of molecules in the cell. The functions T( t) and Td t) are the product 

functions of two correctly oriented molecules in the unit cell. Taking all the possible 

intermolecular vectors into account the three dimensional expression of the translation 

function can be derived: 

n n 

T
2
(m)= L IF

obs
(h)1

2L L IF M(h[C))12.F~(h[Ck])xexp[-2rrih(dj-dJ] x 
h j=l k=l 

x exp[-2rrih([C)-[Ck])m] 

The signal to noise ratio can be further improved by subtracting the self-Patterson vectors. 

The application of negative B-factors to the structure factors gives further improvement 

by sharpening the Patterson-map. 

Once the correct solutions are found, an electron density map is calculated using 
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the measured structure factors and the phases calculated from the model. The usage of the 

model phases implies that the electron density map is fairly much biased towards the 

model's electron density. Therefore, care has to be taken to get rid of this bias during the 

refinement. 

2.4.2 Application to S1 nuclease 

As it was already mentioned, S 1 nuclease possesses high sequence homology to PI 

nuclease from P. citrinum, so it was straightforward to try molecular replacement with the 

refined PI nuclease structure as a model. The similarity in function of the two nucleases is 

also indicative of high structural homology. The PI structure deposited as the entry lAKO 

in the PDB (Romier et aI., 1998) was used as the search model. Only the peptide atoms 

were included in the calculation, all the water molecules, the carbohydrate side chains and 

even the zinc ions were removed. The CCP4 program AMoRE (Navazza, 1994) was used 

for the calculation of the cross-rotation and translation function including reflections 

between 4 and 20 A with a properly chosen Patterson radius. The first ten solutions were 

accepted to calculate the translation function. Since it was known that there were two 

molecules per asymmetric unit therefore another translation search was run fixing one of 

the model positions corresponding to the highest correlation and lowest R-factor. Rigid 

body fitting resulted in a correlation coefficient of 51.7 and an R-factor of 44.4%. The 

search model coordinates were transformed with respect to the two sets of rotational and 

translational parameters resulting in two correctly placed molecules in the asymmetric 

unit. 
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2.5 Density modification 

2.5.1 Introduction 

Frequently the initial electron density map calculated with the derivative or model 

phases are not or hardly interpretable. Prior to model building and refinement density 

modification methods can be applied to improve the quality of the electron density map 

making the interpretation easier (Podjarny, 1985; Podjarny et aI., 1987). Density 

modification methods are aimed at improving the agreement between the electron density 

calculated from experimentally derived structure factors and a set of physical constraints 

based on known characteristics of the density function. During density modification all 

available structural information should be used (Brunger & Nilges, 1993). In the following 

the methods utilising a particular set of structural information will be described. 

Solvent flattening 

It is known from highly refined structures that the solvent region of the electron 

density map is rather flat, and has a low density value due to the dynamic nature of the 

solvent molecules, which results in a time-averaged electron density. If the region 

occupied by the protein is identified, the electron density of the solvent can be set to the 

theoretical average value. As a result the noise is reduced in the density map in general. 

The identification of protein region in the electron density map can be done manually by 

defining a mask, i.e. a molecular envelop around the protein, which is not always easy in 

case of a noisy map. To address the problem of subjectivity an automated method was 

proposed by Wang (Wang, 1985) and modified by Leslie (Leslie, 1987). In the Wang

method a grid is superimposed on the cell. At each grid point the density is replaced by a 

new density value that is proportional to the weighted sum of densities within a sphere of 

radius R centred at the grid point. In the summation, density less then zero has a weight of 
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zero, while density higher than zero has a weight of l-r;fR, where rij is the grid spacing. In 

the subsequent iteration steps the molecular envelope and the Wang-radius R are updated, 

and, in case one is using experimental phases, higher resolution reflections are included in 

the calculation (phase extension). 

Solvent flipping 

This method is similar to solvent flattening, but the solvent density values are not 

set simply to an average value, rather the inverted solvent density values are added to the 

initial map. This is similar to adding negative noise to an image in order to strengthen the 

signal/noise ratio (Abrahams & Leslie, 1996). 

NCS-averaging 

The molecules in the asymmetric unit related by non-crystallographic symmetry 

has basically the same electron density except some local variations due to different 

molecular contacts in the crystal. The quasi equal density imposes a constraint on the 

structure factors, and as a consequence on the phase angles, which can be used to calculate 

better quality maps. Bricogne (Bricogne, 1974) developed a successful algorithm to carry 

out NCS-averaging. The first step in the procedure is the definition of a molecular 

envelop around one of the monomers. The mask is then replicated around the NCS-related 

molecules applying the already known NCS operators. Then the electron density in the 

asymmetric unit is averaged, the solvent region is flattened and the asymmetric unit is 

reconstituted. The resulting map is back-transformed giving new calculated phases which 

are combined with the starting phases. A new map is calculated using experimental 

structure factors and the combined phases. The procedure is then repeated from the 

definition of a new molecular envelope. 

Histogram matching 

Histogram matching is a method originally applied in image processing to improve 
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an image by modifying the histogram of densities for that image to match the histogram 

expected from a perfect image. Histogram matching is usually applied together with 

solvent flattening. In case of proteins, the distribution of electron density values (the 

histogram) appears to be fairly independent from the nature of the protein at the same 

resolution. The frequency distribution of density levels of a high resolution density map 

can be used to modify the histogram of a poorer quality map (Zhang & Main, 1988). The 

electron density values in the maps are histograrnrned into a number of equally spaced 

bins. A scale factor and a shift parameter is then applied to the probability distribution of 

the map to be modified in order to match the histogram of the high quality map. 

2.5.2 Application to SI nuclease 

The CCP4 program SF ALL was used to calculate structure factors and phases 

using the initial model structure from molecular replacement. Prior to density modification 

the CCP4 program SIGMAA (Read, 1986) was used to calculate weighted Fourier 

coefficients in order to reduce the model bias. The first electron density map calculated 

this way was fairly well interpretable, but further improvements could be achieved by the 

application of the CCP4 program DM (Cowtan, 1994). 

In the DM calculations all reflections were included. A mask was calculated around 

one of the model monomers to do NCS averaging. In addition to NCS averaging, solvent 

flattening and histogram matching were applied for 50 cycles of density modification. The 

refined NCS-operator matrix was used to run another fifty cycles of calculation. The 

difference between the model phased but <JA weighted electron density map and the map 

after density modification and NCS averaging is illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Electron density map calculated before (blue) and after (red) density 

modification around residue 59. Residue 59 is a leucine (as shown) in the model structure, 

whereas it is a tyrosine in S 1 nuclease. The blue map is calculated with O'A-weighted 

Fourier coefficients and model phases (SIGMAA), while the red map is calculated with 

combined phases from density modification (DM). The map after DM (red) shows clearly 

the shape of a tyrosyl side chain. 

On the basis of the map output by DM the side chains of the model molecule were 

substituted with the S 1 nuclease sequence utilising an automated procedure of the program 

Xfit (McRee, 1999). The program not only mutates the sequence but tries to do real- pace 

fitting of the side chains with quite good success in the case of S 1. The mutation 1l 20T 

mentioned in the paper on the cloning of S I was identified (Lee et al., 1995). Only a hort 

loop region between re idue 98 and 106 and the last three re idue (265, 266 and _67) 

were n t vi ible in the leetr n den ity map. Six zinc ion eorr ponding t peak at 6 cr 
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level were also immediately identified in the Fo-Fc map and built into the model. The 

second molecule in the asymmetric unit was reconstructed by applying the NCS symmetry 

operation. 

2.6 Refinement and validation of SI nuclease structure 

2.6.1 Introduction 

The initial molecular model, even if all amino acids are included, always has errors 

in the atomic coordinates and temperature factors. The source of the coordinate errors is 

the quality of the electron density map itself used for model building, due to lack of atomic 

resolution and inaccuracy in phases, and the atomic B-factors which are almost always 

incorrectly set prior to initial building. In order to reach the best possible correlation 

between the observed and calculated structure factors, refinement of atomic coordinates 

and B-factors is necessary. 

2.6.1.1 Observations vs. refined parameters 

The quantity of the available experimental data strongly influences the choice of 

refinement strategy. Having collected data to ultra high resolution ensures unrestrained 

refinement of the structure of interest. However, in most of the cases the quantity of 

experimental data (the number of reflections) is relatively low compared to the parameters 

to be refined. To improve the ratio between experimental data and parameters, 

stereochemical restraints can be applied to the atomic coordinates in the form of ideal bond 

length, bond angles, torsion angles, etc. derived from high resolution small molecule X-
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ray structures. If NCS is present, NCS-restraints can be applied to the coordinates and 

temperature factors. The refinement of temperature factors is also highly dependent on the 

quantity of experimental data, in other words on the data resolution. With increasing 

resolution of the data the number of B-factors refined per residue can be gradually 

increased. As a rule of thumb an overall B-factor is assigned to all atoms in a residue if 

o 0 

the data have less than 3 A resolution. Between 3 and 2.5 A resolution group-based B-

factors are calculated: one B-factor for all main chain atoms and another for all side chain 

atoms. Higher resolution data make the refinement of individual isotropic B-factors 

possible, although it might be necessary to apply restraints. If the data resolution is better 

o 

than 1.2 A, individual anisotropic B-factors can be refined, which take the non-isotropic 

thermal motion of atoms into account. On the other hand it is also important to maximise 

the number of reflections involved in the refinement by using the low order reflections too. 

Earlier the low order reflections, being seriously affected by the disordered solvent region, 

were usually omitted from the refinement by simply applying a low resolution cutoff. With 

the proper correction for the bulk solvent the low order reflections can be and must be 

included in refinement. 

2.6.1.2 Conventional refinement 

The aim of refinement is the minimisation of the total potential energy, which, in 

general, consists of an empirical and an X-ray term: 

E rotal = Exray + Eempo 

In the case when NCS is present and NCS-restraints are applied, an energy term ENCS has 

to be introduced. Minimisation of Exray implies the fitting of calculated structure factors to 

the observed ones through the optimisation of atomic coordinates and temperature factors. 

E emp , depending on the implementation, consists of weighted energy terms related to the 
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applied stereochemical restraints. If the observation-parameter ratio is sufficiently high, an 

unrestrained refinement can be carried out. In such case the empirical term is not 

calculated, only the X -ray term is minimised. 

In most of the current refinement programs two different approaches for the 

minimisation of Exray are implemented. The traditional refinement uses the method of least 

squares, which IS the minimisation of the following function: 

L w(hkl)(IF
o
(hkZ)I-IF)hkZ)I)2 . The goal of the refinement is to optimise the atomic 

hkl 

parameters resulting in Fe as close as possible to Fobs. 

In the last few years the so called maximum likelihood refinement (MLR) has been 

proven to be a useful and powerful method for X -ray structure refinement (Bricogne & 

Irwin, 1996; Read, 1996; Pannu & Read, 1996; Murshudov et al., 1997; Pannu et al., 

1998). The main difference between MLR and the least squares refinement lies in the goal 

of the refinement. In contrast to least squares refinement, MLR tries to maximise the 

chances (the probability) to improve the model structure further, instead of fitting the 

calculated structure factors to the observed ones. Other advantages of MLR are how it 

handles the experimental errors in the observed magnitudes, and the partiality of the model 

structure. 

2.6.1.3 Refinement using molecular dynamics 

Conventional refinement based on either the least-squares or maximum likelihood 

method minimises the total potential energy until a local minimum is found. The local 

minimum, especially when refining an initial model, does not necessarily coincide with the 

global one. The refinement method which allows potential energy barriers to be crossed by 

moving uphill on a potential energy surface is molecular dynamics (MD) (Brunger et al .. 
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1987; Brunger & Nilges, 1993). Molecular dynamics simulates the movement of atoms in 

the molecule over specified time intervals at a certain temperature by solving Newton's 

equation of motion: 

2 
d r. oE 

m.(--')= total 

I dt2 or. 
l 

In the case of crystallographic refinement the energy term Etotal includes the X -ray energy 

term as well. Molecular dynamics is usually applied as simulated annealing (SA) which 

allows an extensive exploration of the multiparameter target function, Etota1, helping the 

global minimum to be located (Brunger, 1988; Brunger et aI., 1990, Brunger et aI., 1997). 

In a simulated annealing calculation the starting temperature, thus the kinetic energy of the 

atoms, is very high allowing large energy barriers to be crossed. The temperature of the 

system is then slowly cooled down (annealed). Slow cooling helps to ensure that the 

global, and not a local minimum, of potential energy is found. Simulated annealing has a 

larger radius of convergence than conventional refinement. Therefore its application is 

very helpful as one of the first steps in the refinement process. Crystallographic MD 

refinement is implemented in several computer programs, like X-PLOR (Brunger, 1992), 

CNS (Brunger et aI., 1998) and GROMOS (Fujinaga et aI., 1989). 

2.6.1.4 Monitoring the progress of refinement 

The correlation between Fa and Fe can be monitored by the conventional 

crystallographic R-factor: 

L IFo(hkZ)-w.Fe(hkZ)1 
R = ....::hk1::!.-_= _____ _ 

L FJhkL) 
,where w 

hJd 

hJd 

A decrease of R indicates a better correlation between observed and calculated structure 

factors, but it does not necessarily indicate the correctness of the refinement. It has been 
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shown that an incorrect model can also be refined to a fairly good R values (Branden & 

Jones, 1990). As a result the Rfree concept has been introduced by Brunger (Brunger, 1992). 

Rjree is calculated analogously to R from a test set of reflections which are not used for the 

refinement. Reflections used in the refinement are termed as the working set of reflections. 

As it has been shown, Rfree strongly correlates with the errors in the model phases, 

therefore its usage together with Rwork is a better indicator of the correctness of the model 

than just the Rwork alone (Brunger, 1992). Practically it means, if the Rwork is decreasing but 

the Rfree settles or increases, the model is overrefined. The Rfree values can also be used to 

optimise refinement parameters, like weight factors (Kleywegt & Brunger, 1996). It is 

important to emphasise that besides monitoring R work and Rfree as quality indicators, one has 

to check also the deviations from ideal stereochemistry in the model structure. 

2.6.2 The refinement of Sl nuclease structure 

As described in a previous paragraph, after several cycles of density modification, 

the sequence of PI nuclease, used as a search model in MR, was modified to match the 

sequence of S 1 nuclease. The excellent quality of the electron density map allowed the 

real-space fitting and easy manual correction of the side chain conformations. 

In the first part of the refinement process only the CNS program suite was used 

(Brunger et aI., 1998). Since the protein model was almost complete, all reflections were 

included in the subsequent calculations. Initially medium restraints were imposed between 

the NCS-related monomers. The NCS-restraints were gradually decreased during 

refinement. The first refinement step was rigid body refinement defining the two 

monomers in the asymmetric unit as rigid bodies. The rigid body refinement was followed 

by SA utilising torsion angle molecular dynamics (Rice & Brunger, 1994) and a maximum 

likelihood target (Adams et al., 1997). The model was heated to 2500 K and cooled in 
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steps of 25 K to a final temperature of 300 K. In the following step a two B-factor per 

residue, group-based B-factor refinement was run, followed by the calculation of NCS-

averaged O'A-weighted electron density maps 2Fa-Fe and Fa-Fe (Read, 1986). The 

resulting electron density maps allowed the region between residue 98 and 106 to be 

rebuilt and allowed residue 264 to the C-termini of the two chains to be added using the 

program Xfit (McRee, 1999). The manually modified model was subjected to 100 cycles 

of positional refinement, followed by 50 cycles of restrained isotropic individual B-factor 

refinement and electron density map calculation. The first hundred water molecules 

corresponding to the highest peaks of the Fa-Fe map and six N-acetyl-glucosamine 

residues were manually added using the program Xfit. This program searches for water 

positions automatically providing a quick and easy way of inspecting and occasionally 

deleting incorrectly positioned waters. Xfit does not place water molecules in the 

proximity of metal ions, therefore the otherwise extremely well defined water ligands of 

the zinc ions were placed manually. The PDB files of NAG residues were downloaded 

from the HIC-Up database (http://alpha2.bmc.uu.selhicup/). Three ~-CI-04-linked pairs 

of NAG residues could be easily built into the difference density which was nicely 

continuous from the ND2 atoms of N92 and N228 with the exception of N228 in chain A. 

The missing density at N228A is due to the different molecular environment at the 

glycosylation sites of the two S 1 monomers. Several cycles of rebuilding and manual 

addition of waters followed by positional and isotropic individual B-factor refinement 

were performed. As soon as -200 water molecules were built into the model the 

refinement was carried on with the combination of CNS and the CCP4 program 

REFMAC, now without NCS-restraints (Murshudov et ai., 1997). REFMAC refines 

geometry and temperature factors simultaneously by using a maximum likelihood residual. 

CNS was used to calculate partial structure factors as the contribution from the sol \'l~nt. 

Before each model inspection step REFMAC was run for 15 cycles running PROTIN 
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(Hendrickson, 1985) after every three internal cycles. Since the two programs use 

incompatible flie formats, several UNIX shell scripts had to be written to combine all the 

data in a single MTZ file prior to REFMAC runs. 

After several cycles by REFMAC using the mask-based bulk solvent correction of 

CNS the refinement and model building had converged with an Rwork of 16.3% and Rjree of 

19.6%. The final model contains two protein chains in the asymmetric unit (Figure 2.7). 

Chain A has 264 residues, while in chain B one additional C-terrninal residue could be 

identified. There are six zinc ions bound per monomer; three in the active centre and three 

others are involved in crystal contacts, coordinated from neighbouring Sl molecules. 

Three carbohydrate side chains could be built into the model. In chain A there are only 

two NAG residues bound to N92, whereas in chain B in addition to the two NAG residues 

there are three mannose residues. The content of the present model and some refinement 

statistics are shown in Table 2.2. 

Figure 2.7 The packing of S 1 molecule in the crystal lattice. The orientation i · cho en ill 
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the two-fold axis is perpendicular to the picture's plane. The monomers of the non-

crystallographic dimers can be distinguished by colouring. 

Refinement statistics 

Total number of reflections used 
, 

57211 
Working set of reflections 53824 

R-factor (%) 16.34 
Test set of reflections 2877 

R-free (%) 19.68 
i 

Total number of protein atoms 4063 I 
I 

Total number of carbohydrate atoms 117 I 
I 

Total number of zinc atoms 12 

Total number of water molecules 582 
I 

Geometry statistics ! 

• 0 

R.m.s.d bond dIstance (A) 0.009 
0 

R.m.s.d bond angle (A) 0.02 

B-factor R.m.s.d (A2) 

Bonded main chain atoms (A2) 1.09 

Bonded side chain atoms (A2) 1.44 

Angle main chain atoms (A 2) 2.31 

Angle side chain atoms (A 2) 3.09 

Average B factor (A2) 

Main chain atoms (A2) (A, B) 9.31 (9.70, 8.91) 

Side chain atoms (A2) (A, B) 10.47 (10.73, 10.21) 

All protein atoms (A2) (A, B) 10.28 (10.64, 9.92) 

Zinc atoms (A2) (A, B) 8.85 (9.07, 8.63) 

Carbohydrate atoms (A2) 23.67 

Water molecules (A 2) 21.07 
1 

Non-crystallographic symmetry I 

R.m.s.d Cn (A) 0.209 

B-factor R.m.s.d of all atoms (A2) 2.319 

Table 2.2 Refinement and geometry statistics of the S 1 nuclease model. 
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2.6.3 Validation of the refined structure 

The electron density map using the refined model was of good quality, without 

unexplained positive or negative difference density features. The quality of the model was 

analysed by the structure validation programs PRO CHECK (Laskowski et aI., 1993) and 

WHA TIP (Vriend, 1990). WHA TIF suggested some minor corrections to the model like 

flipping amino acid side chains to obey torsion angle conventions and removal of a few 

water molecules. The Ramachandran plot calculated by PROCHECK is shown on Figure 

2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Ramachandran plot for chain B of the refined model of S 1 nuclease. There are 

no residues in the disallowed region of the plot (white). Most of the residues ha e phi-p i 

values in the most favoured region (red), the rest are in the allowed region (bright 

yellow). Glycine residues are represented by black triangles, the phi-p i value of other 

re idues are shown as black quares. 
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2.7 Substrate binding studies 

One of the major goals of this work was to obtain complex structures of S 1 

nuclease with uncleavable substrate analogues. Soaking and co-crystallisation with such 

substrate analogues were carried out to produce complex crystals. Crystals of S 1 were 

produced as described in chapter 2.2.3.2. Two types of substrate analogues, 

phosphorodithioates and 2' -O-methyloligoribonucleotides, were used for the soaking 

experiments. In phosphorodithioates the two oxygen atoms which are not involved in the 

ester bond formation are exchanged to sulphur, resulting in a completely nuclease resistant 

oligonucleotide derivative (Eldrup et aI., 1994). Two phosphorodithioates, Ap(S)2T and 

Ap(ShTp(ShTp(ShT were used for soaking at 2 mM concentration. The crystals were left 

in the soak solution for days (1-7). No damage of the crystals was observed due to 

soaking. Since their phosphodiester bonds are not modified, the 2' -0 

-methyloligoribonucleotides are not completely resistant to S 1 nuclease but they are still 

much more resistant than unmodified oligonucleotides (Sproat et aI., 1989). For soaking 

ApU and ApUpUpU 2'-0-methyloligoribonucleotides were used at 10 mM 

concentration. The crystals were soaked overnight and the degradation of the substrate 

analogue was assessed by thin layer chromatography showing -30% conversion. 

For co-crystallisation only phosphorodithioates were considered because they are 

completely resistant to S 1, therefore no cleavage occurs during the long time required for 

crystal formation. Five fold molar excess of Ap(ShTp(ShTp(ShT was used for co

crystallisation using the same crystallisation condition described in chapter 2.2.3.2. 

Crystals from both soaking and co-crystallisation were flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen using 15% glycerol as cryoprotectant. Complete data up to 2.3 A resolution were 

collected from frozen (100 K) derivative crystals using a rotating anode as X-ray source. 

The data sets were processed with MOSFLM (Leslie et al., 1986). The derivative crystals 
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had essentially identical cell parameters compared to the high resolution native data. 

Difference Fourier maps with FoCderivative)-FoCnative) as coefficients were calculated 

using model phases of the refined S 1 nuclease model. Prior to map calculations the 

derivative data were scaled to the high resolution native with SCALEIT CCCP4, 1994). 

The inspection of the electron density maps, however, did not reveal any new density 

features corresponding to a bound oligonucleotide derivative. Further refinement of the S 1 

nuclease structure with REFMAC against these "derivative" data sets and the calculation of 

clearer 2Fo-Fe and Fo-Fe maps did not change the situation. These results indicate that 

either the binding constants of such complexes are very weak or the binding is unfavoured 

at the condition of crystallisation. Unfortunately, crystals do not form at the pH of highest 

activity C4.6) where binding is expected to be more favoured. 
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Chapter 3 

Structure analysis of SI nuclease 

3.1 Quality of the model 

The model of S 1 nuclease has been refined to 1.7 A resolution. The present model 

contains two NCS-related monomers per asymmetric unit linked by two zinc ions 

coordinated from both subunits. All side chain positions are unambiguously defined in the 

density map, although the position of the last three residues in molecule A and the last two 

residues in molecule B are undetermined. Each subunit binds three closely placed zinc ions 

in their active centre. Two additional zinc ions facilitate crystal contacts between 

symmetry related molecules. Each monomer has two N-linked carbohydrate side chains of 

which one (in molecule A) is completely missing from the electron density probably due 

to different molecular environment in the crystal structure. Almost 600 water molecules 

are built into the model, from which fifty have a B-factor less than ten. The waters with 

the lowest B values are in the coordination sphere of zinc ions and in the active site pocket. 

A comparison of the Ca positions between the two NCS-related molecules (Figure 

o 

3.1) shows that the two peptide chains, with an overall r.m.s.~ of 0.209 A, are essentially 

identical despite the fact that no NCS restraints were used in the final stage of the 

refinement. Four residues, 82, 104, 181 and 228 deviate the most in their Ca positions. The 

main reason is the entirely different molecular environment or packing of residues 82, 181 

and 228 in the respective NCS-related molecules, while residue 104 is in the worst 

determined part of the polypeptide chain. Molecule A and B are almost identical in terms 

of the B-factors of the main-chain atoms (Figure 3.2). A short loop from residue 99 to 

105 has relatively high B-factor. This region has the poorest quality of the electron density 
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map. The residues of this loop also give the highest r.m.s.~ when the Ca traces of S I and 

PI nucleases are superimposed on each other (Figure 3.4) and the only gap in the Sl 

nuclease sequence, shown by an alignment with PI nuclease sequence (Appendix A), falls 

into this loop. The last C-terminal residues (residues 265, 266, 267 in molecule A and 

residues 266 and 267 in molecule B) do not show up in the electron density map at all. The 

increasing disorder towards the C-terminus is reflected by the increasing B-factors of the 

main-chain atoms in the modelled C-terminal residues (Figure 3.2). 

1.4 - Subunits A and B 
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Figure 3.1 The distances between equivalent Ca atoms of molecule A and B plotted 

against the residue number. The average r.m.s.~ is 0.209 A. 
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Figure 3.2 The average main chain B-factors of molecule A (blue) and molecule B (red) 

plotted against the residue number. 

3.2 Overall fold 

S 1 nuclease is an ellipsoid-shaped globular protein, with two protrusions 

perpendicular to the long axis of the molecule. Using a secondary structure assignment 

algorithm implemented in the program STRIDE (Frishman & Argos, 1995) ten a-helice, 

a 31O-helix and a ~-hairpin can be distinguished in the structure. The helical content of the 

molecule is as high as 60%. Two pairs of antiparallel helices, E-D and H-J orient along 

the long axis of the molecule forming an approximately anti-parallel four-helix bundle 

(Figure 3.3B). One of the protrusions is formed by helix G and the loop connecting it to 

helix H on one side of the molecule, while the other protru ion i formed by heli and 
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the 31O-helix a on the opposite side. Helix I connects the anti-parallel helix-pair H-J. 

Three helices, B, Fl and F2, and a single ~-hairpin are packed against the four-helix 

bundle in a perpendicular orientation. Helix A, which points to the active centre with its 

N-terminus, is positioned between the perpendicular helices G and J making an 

approximately 450 angle with helix J and 2250 with helix G (Figure 3.3B). The longest 

loop in the structure between helices D and a is stabilised by two disulphide bridges. One 

of them is formed between residues 80 and 85 within the loop, and the other one between 

residues 72 and 216 connecting the loop to helix H (Figure 3.3A). 

3.3 Structurally related proteins 

The structural similarity of PI nuclease from Penicillinum citrinum and 

phospholipase C (PLC) from Bacillus cereus, including their active site, was already 

known when the present thesis work began (Volbeda et aI., 1991). A high, 50% sequence 

identity between S 1 and PI nucleases also strongly suggested close structural similarity 

between SI and PI nucleases. Actually, a DALI search (Holm & Sander, 1993) in the 

FSSP database using the atomic coordinates of molecule B of S 1 nuclease revealed three 

protein structures similar to the structure of S 1 nuclease. Besides PI nuclease and PLC, the 

structure of alpha-toxin from Clostridium perfringens (Naylor et aI., 1998) shows 

significant structural similarity to S 1 nuclease. Alpha-toxin is a two domain protein, of 

which the larger N-terminal one is similar to S 1 and PI nucleases, and almost identical to 

PLC (Figure 3.4). Although PLC and alpha toxin are structurally similar to S 1 nuclease, 

they share little similarity at the sequence level. Both PLC and alpha-toxin have only 16% 

sequence identity compared to S 1 nuclease within 200 and 184 superimposed residues 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.3 A) Stereo picture of the Ca trace of S 1 nuclease with sequence numbering. a

helices are shown in red, the 31O-helix in black, the ~-hairpin in aquamarine and the rest 

is shown in yellow. Helices are only assigned if they are formed by at least four residues. 

The active centre is marked by three zinc ions in grey; the two disulphide bridge are 

indicated by blue lines connecting Ca atoms. B) Secondary structure element in S 1 

nuclease. The colouring scheme is the same as in A, except that the disulphide bond are 

not drawn, but the two glycosylic side chains are shown as they are modelled in molecul 

B. The a-helice are marked with capital letters, the 31O-helix with letter "a". The figur 

were prepared with the programs MOLSCRIPT (Krauli , 1991) and RAST R3D Meritt 
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& Bacon, 1997). 

Extensive searches in sequence databases using BLAST and PSI-BLAST (Alt chul 

et al., 1997) against the S 1 nuclease sequence revealed a dozen of homologou protein 

sequences (Appendix A). The proteins are from bacteria, protozoans and plants, and mo t 

of them are functionally characterised as nucleases. They have a significantly higher Ie el 

of sequence identity to S 1 nuclease than to PLC or alpha-toxin. Although the identity 

between the S 1 sequence and these sequences is around or lower than 30% percent, the e 

sequences show a high level of conservation of the residues responsible for maintaining 

the structural stability and catalytic activity in SI and PI nucleases. Such important 

residues are: ligands of the catalytic zinc ions in the active centre, cysteine residue 

maintaining structural stability, residues thought to be responsible for catalytic activity and 

even residues functioning as anchors of N-linked carbohydrate side chains. The high level 

of conservation of crucial residues might suggest evolutionary relationship among these 

proteins. 

Figure 3.4 Superposition of S 1 (red) and PI (blue) nuclea e, PLC (gold) and alpha-toxin 

(green). The superpo ition was made by the DALI er er u ing only related equenc 

egment . 
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3.4 Structural features of SI nuclease 

3.4.1 Zinc coordination 

As discussed in chapter 1, S 1 nuclease is a ZInc dependent enzyme, and its 

enzymatic activity is completely abolished by removing the zinc ions from the molecules. 

Altogether twelve zinc ions per asymmetric unit have been identified and built into the 

solvent flattened electron density map calculated immediately after molecular replacement. 

Two classes of zinc ions bound in S 1 nuclease can be distinguished: one is the trinuclear 

zinc cluster in the active site of the protein, the zinc ions of the other class facilitate crystal 

contacts. At the bottom of the active site cleft two zinc ions are 3.3 A apart bridged by 

D119 as well as by a water (or rather hydroxide) molecule (01). This water, has an 

unusually low temperature factor of 5 A2. Both Znl and Zn3 have five ligands in a 

distorted trigonal bipyramidal arrangement. The other ligands of Znl are D45, H60 and 

H115, while Zn3 is coordinated by H6 and by the N-terminal WI. WI acts as a bidentate 

ligand: its N-terminal amino group is equatorial, while the carbonyl oxygen is an axial 

ligand in the trigonal bipyramidal coodination sphere (Figure 3.5). Zn2 is the most solvent 

o 0 

exposed, positioned 4.85 A from Zn3 and 6.03 A from Zn 1. Like Zn 1 and Zn3 it is also 

pentacoordinated. The ligands are H125 and H148, D152 acting as a monodentate ligand, 

plus two tightly bound water molecules with B-factors -6 A2, one of them (02) is only 

2.66 A from the water bridging Znl and Zn3 (01) (Figure 3.6). It is interesting to note that 

the residues responsible for zinc binding in S 1 nuclease are totally or almost completely 

conserved in the related sequences (Appendix A). Such a striking similarity of these 

residues strongly suggests the presence of a trinuclear zinc cluster in the related proteins 

and predicts a very similar mechanism of action as well. 
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D119 

Figure 3.5 The coordination sphere of the two closest placed zinc ions (3 .3 A), Zn 1 and 

Zn3. These two ions are bridged by a water (or rather hydroxide) molecule 01. Note, that 

the plane of the imidazole rings of two coordinating histidine residues, H6 and HII5 are 

just perpendicular to the plane of the paper and they are somewhat hidden by Zn I and 

Zn3. 

Zn4, Zn5 and Zn6 belong to another class of the zinc ions which are not involved 

in catalysis. Zn4 has a tetragonal bipyramidal coordination sphere. The ligand are 075 

and D77 acting as monodentate equatorial ligands. The coordination sphere i completed 

by four water molecules, three of which are in hydrogen bonding contact with E7 from the 

same symmetry related molecule. Since the "external " ligands of Zn4 are only water 

molecules, therefore it is very probable that D75 and 077 bind zinc or imilar bi al nt 

metal ions also in solution. Zn5 is bound at the interface of the NCS-related m Ie ule 

tetrahedrally coordinated by three residues, D221, D222 and K229 fr m ne m n In r. 
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whereas the fourth ligand, E235 is presented by the other NCS-related molecule. Thi 

kind of cross-coordination of Zn5 in both subunits creates a two-fold rotational ymmetry 

between the two protein molecules (Figure 3.7 A). Another remarkable feature of Zn5 i 

the participation of the £-amino group of K239 in the coordination sphere (Figure 3.7B), 

which is unexpected at the pH of crystallisation (8.0), however it is well known that zinc 

has a good affinity to N- ligands (Valle & Auld, 1990a). Zn6 is also tetrahedrally 

coordinated like Zn5, and links together two symmetry related molecules of the arne 

subunit. The ligands are H149 and D199, the latter acting as a monodentate ligand. 

Figure 3.6 The trinuclear zinc cluster. The coordination sphere of Zn2 hown togeth r 

with Znl and Zn3. 
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A 

B 

Figure 3.7 A) The coordination of Zn5 create a non-cry tallographic two-fold ymmetry 

in the asymmetric unit. B) An unusual ligand K239 in the coodination pher [ n5. Th 

ly ine re idue must not be protonated to be able t intera t with zin . v.herea it i 

uppo ed to be till protonated at pH 8. 
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3.4.2 Carbohydrate side chains 

The apparent molecular weight of S 1 nuclease (-32 kDa, see Figure 2.3) 

significantly differs from the MW calculated on the basis of the protein sequence (-29 

kDa). Thus it was not surprising that extended density features have been found in the 

electron density map stemming from N92 and N228, which were attributed to N-linked 

sugar side chains in agreement with the biochemical data (Shishido & Habuka, 1986). The 

quality of the carbohydrate density as well as the length of chains built in the two NCS

related molecules are not identical due to their different packing environment in the 

crystal. In molecule A two N-acetyl-~-glucosamin moieties which are packed against 

several aromatic and hydrophobic side chains could be modelled into the density. Without 

the shielding by the carbohydrate residues F55 would be completely solvent exposed, 

which is entropically unfavoured (Figure 3.8). A similar arrangement has been found in PI 

nuclease where the carbohydrate side chain is packed against W55 (Volbeda et ai., 1991). 

According to the multiple sequence alignment shown in Appendix A, there is a strong 

conservation of the residues corresponding to F55 and N92 in S 1 nuclease. One might 

expect, therefore, N92 to be a glycosylation site in the whole protein family. The second 

glycosy lation site at N228 in chain A does not show up in the electron density, the density 

is truncated at the ND2 atom of the asparagine. This site is not conserved in the S 1 protein 

family. Molecule A and B have different packing environments and this is reflected in the 

appearance of the carbohydrate side chains in the density map. At residue N92 in chain B 

the first two N-acetyl-~-glucosamine moieties have the same environment as in chain A, 

but three more carbohydrate moieties can be observed as a continuation of the chain in 

molecule B. The third residue is a ~-mannose, which is expected to be a branch point. 

Actually, there is a clear indication that the chain forks into two directions: from 03 and 

06, but only one chain through an a-CI-06-linkage to the next mannose can be clearly 
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followed. The fifth residue in the chain is also a mannose linked by an cx-CI-03 glycosyl 

bond to the previous mannose moiety (Figure 3.8). The identity of the mannose residue 

can be unambiguously determined due to their axial 2-hydroxyl group, which shows up 

nicely in the density. The presence of a mannose as the fifth member of the chain i 

surprising, since this position is occupied mostly by N-acetyl-~-glucosamine acting as 

another branch point. At N228 in molecule B, in contrast to molecule A, two N-acetyl-~ 

-glucosamine residues linked by ~-CI-04-glycosyl bonds can be identified. A 

mentioned above here the sugar residues are packed against the protein, while in molecule 

A N228 is completely solvent exposed. 

Figure 3.8 The longest visible carbohydrate side chain in molecule B (red). The ide chain 

is packed against a patch of hydrophobic aromatic residues in the same manner a in P 1 

nuclease. The phenyl ring in F55 is stacked with the second ugar re idue in th 

carbohydrate side chain. In PI the corresponding residue i W55 (Volbeda et al., 199 1 . 
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3.4.3 Interacting carboxylates 

A remarkable feature of the S 1 nuclease model is a pair of buried interacting 

carboxylate side chains of D66 and E127 (Figure 3.9). Among the related sequences in 

Appendix A only PI nuclease is known to have interacting buried carboxylate side chains 

at equivalent positions. In the other sequences only D66 is conserved, while in PI there is 

an additional such pair, where D146 interacts with D15l. The pKA of a solvent exposed 

carboxylate side chain is around 4.5, while the pH of crystallisation was 8.0. In case of 

solvent exposed carboxylate groups such a difference of pKA and the actual pH makes it 

improbable that the carboxylate groups are protonated. However, in the charged state a 

very strong electrostatic repulsion would be generated, that would destabilise such an 

interaction. The ideal hydrogen bonding distance between the two closest oxygen atom 

(2.46 A) and the low temperature factor of the involved side chains (-6 A2) suggests that 

the carboxylate pair is a very stable formation and most probably not charged. S 1 and PI 

nucleases are not the only examples of interacting buried carboxylate side chains in a 

hydrophobic environment, which strongly influences the real pK values of acidic or basic 

groups. An analysis of the PDB reveals a number of similar examples (Flocco & 

Mowbray, 1995). 
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Figure 3.9 Two interacting carboxylates III S 1 nuclease surrounded by mostly 

hydrophobic residues. 

3.5 The active site pocket in SI nuclease 

The active site of S 1 nuclease can be easily identified by locating the trinuclear 

zinc cluster in the molecule. Most of the residues forming the acti ve site pocket function as 

ligands of the zinc atoms. The crucial role of the zinc coordinating residues was shown 

earlier. Chemical modification of carboxylate and imidazole groups led to the loss of zinc 

atoms, and as a consequence to the complete loss of catalytic activity (Gite & Shankar 

1992a; Gite & Shankar, 1992b) The residues acting as zinc ligands are WI and H6 from 

helix A, D45 from helix C, H60 from the 310 helix a , H 115 and H 119 from helix E, H 125 

from the loop connecting helices E and F, and finally H148 and D152 from heli F. 

Further re idues of the active site pocket not involved in metal coordination are K4 and 

Y 49 from helix C, and the 01 ent expo ed F6 L. the fir t re idue in the I p nn cting 
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helices a and D, which has a relatively weak density in the 2Fo-Fc map (Figure 3.10 . 

These residues are almost completely conserved within the family of related equence 

shown in Appendix A. The pocket contains a cluster of a dozen well defined water 

molecules, two of which are identified as ligands of Zn2 and a third one, which i 

catalytically the most important, is bridging Znl and Zn3 and is in hydrogen bonding 

contact with D45. H149, located at the edge of the active site pocket links a symmetry 

related molecule via the coordination of Zn6. Thus the active site cleft is partially blocked 

by the symmetry related molecule, though still leaving access for smaller substrates. 

Figure 3.10 The active site in S 1 nuclease. The trinuclear zinc cluster and the catalitically 

important residues (including) waters are labelled. 
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3.6 Comparison of the active sites of enzymes with a trinuclear zinc 

cluster 

The structures discussed in chapter 3.3 not only share a similar overall fold, but 

they also possess the same trinuclear zinc cluster. When the structures are superimposed to 

obtain the best fit of the Cn positions, then the zinc atoms and their ligands are also closely 

overlapping (Figure 3.11). The zinc ligands are essentially identical, except D 152 in S 1 

nuclease, which is replaced by E146 and E152 in PLC and alpha-toxin respectively. 

Residues K48 and D63 can be superimposed only between SI and PI nuclease, while there 

is no corresponding side chain at those positions in PLC and alpha-toxin. Interestingly 

F61, which, as it will be discussed later, is crucial for substrate binding in S 1 and PI 

nuclease, is also conserved in PLC and alpha toxin, but does not appear to be catalitically 

important in these enzymes. 

Recently the structure of E. coli endonuclease IV, a DNA repair enzyme has been 

published (Hosfield et al., 1999) revealing a similar trinuclear zinc centre in its active site. 

It is similar not only in terms of the disposition of the zinc ions, but also in terms of their 

coordination sphere and the presence of the catalitically important bridging water or 

hydroxide molecule. Endonuclease IV has a TIM-barrel fold, so its overall structure as 

well as the sequence are evolutionary completely unrelated to that of S 1, PI, PLC and 

alpha-toxin, while on the other hand it is expected to cleave the P-O bond via the same 

catalytic mechanism. The similarity of the active site of these enzymes may represent an 

interesting new example of convergent evolution (Russell, 1997). 
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Figure 3.11 Superposition of active centre residues of PLC (gold), alpha-toxin (green), PI 

nuclease (blue) and S I nuclease (red). Residues labeled with Land J are only shown for 

SI and PI nucleases. The side chain of F6I in PI nuclease (label I) is obviously deviating 

from the others, because the substrate bound high resolution structure was used for 

superposition. The residues contributing to zinc coordination are identical except the 

residue labelled H, where aspartic acid is replaced by glutamic acid in PLC and alpha

toxin. 

3.7 Proposed mechanism of action in SI nuclease: the three-metal ion 

mechanism 

One of the goals of the present work was to elucidate the enzymatic mechani m of 

SIn uclease and to explain the differences in substrate preferences between S 1 and PI 

nucleases. In order to study the interactions in enzyme-substrate complexe one ha to u 

either a mutant enzyme capable of binding but unable to cleave or unclea able ub trate 

analogues. Although in both cases a non-producti ve complex would be obtained, it might 

provide enough information to draw conclu ion about the catalytic mechani m. in th 
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clone of S 1 nuclease was not available substrate analogues were used in co-crystallisation 

and soaking experiments. Despite several trials no complex crystals have been obtained 

using crystallisation conditions where diffraction quality S 1 nuclease crystals form. 

Nevertheless, a catalytic mechanism of S 1 nuclease can be proposed based mainly on a 

comparison with the structurally and functionally very similar PI nuclease. 

3.7.1 Nucleotide recognition 

PI nuclease possesses an identical fold, and an almost identical active site 

compared with S 1 nuclease. As a result, the conclusions drawn from the structural analysis 

of a P I-substrate analogue complex can be safely applied to S 1 nuclease too. Soaking PI 

nuclease with the uncleavable R diastereomer of Ap(S)A (Potter et al., 1983), a 

phosphoromonothioate was the first attempt to obtain enzyme-substrate complexes 

(Volbeda et al., 1991) followed by co-crystallisation with phosphorodithioates (Romier et 

aI., 1998). Although soaking with R-Ap(S)A did not result in a refined model due to the 

low resolution of the diffraction data (-4 A), it allowed the identification of two nucleotide 

binding sites, into which a 5' -AMP molecule could be modelled. The crystal structure of a 

PI-ATTT phosphorodithioate complex (Romier et al., 1998) also revealed a similar non

productive binding mode of the oligonucleotide analogue, but showed much more details 

at 1.8 A resolution. In this case the oligonucleotide links together two molecules in the 

crystal structure such that its 5' end binds to the second binding site of one PI molecule, 

while the 3' end binds to the primary binding site of another PI monomer. The two middle 

residues in the tetranucleotide don't make any contacts with the protein. The manner of 

nucleotide recognition is basically the same as seen in the low resolution PI-R-Ap(S)A 

complex. The first nucleotide binding site involves F61, which in turn is very close to the 

trinuclear zinc cluster (Figure 3.10 & 3.12). The base of the nucleotide is stacking onto the 
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benzene ring of F61, and forms hydrogen bonding contacts with D63 (Figure 3.10 & 

3.12). It is important to note , that in order to establish optimal hydrogen bonding 

interactions with the nucleobase, D63 has to be protonated in which case it can act as 

hydrogen bond donor as well as acceptor (see Romier et aI., 1998). This fact might explain 

the failure to co-crystallise oligonuclotide substrates with S 1 nuclease at relatively high 

pH (8.0), when D63, being solvent exposed, is most probably deprotonated. The 

importance of the stacking interaction between F61 and nucleotide base has been 

experimentally demonstrated. PI and S 1 nucleases are unable to cleave phosphodiester 

bonds with an abasic 5' nucleotide, while a 3' abasic nucleotide has no effect on the 

cleavage efficiency (Weinfield et aI., 1989). In addition, oligonucleotides with ring-

saturated base analogues in the 5' position were found to be weak substrates or not to be 

substrates of SI and PI nucleases (Weinfeld et aI., 1993). The second nucleotide binding 

o 

site, which is missing in S 1 nuclease, is 20 A away from the active site and is formed by 

two closely spaced tyrosine residues. In PI the base of one nucleotide is stacked between 

the two tyrosyl side chains. The role of this second nucleotide binding site in PI which is 

far from the active centre and is absent from S 1 nuclease, is unclear. 

3.7.2 Catalytic mechanism 

The structure of the PlIR-Ap(S)A complex provided the first clues on the possible 

reaction mechanism of PI nuclease. Three different reaction mechanisms were proposed, 

in agreement with the evidence that the cleavage of the phosphodiester bond proceeds with 

inversion of configuration at the phosphorous (Potter et aI., 1983) through a pentacovalent 

transition state. A zinc activated water molecule has been proposed as the attacking 

nucleophile and R48 of PI (K48 for S 1), a positively charged residue, was thought to 

stabilise the transition state. However, it was not clear which of the zinc activated water 
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molecules acts as a nucleophile. In one mechanism the water molecule bridging Zn 1 and 

Zn3 acts as the nucleophile, while in another mechanism a water molecule coordinating 

the more exposed Zn2 is proposed (Figure 3.5 & 3.6). In a third mechanism a phosphate 

oxygen is bound between Zn 1 an Zn3 replacing the bridging water molecule. The latter 

mechanism is analogous to that proposed for the 5'-3' exonuclease activity of E. coli 

DNA polymerase I, known as the "two-metal ion mechanism" (Beese & Steitz, 1991). 

The high resolution structure of PI-Ap(S)2Tp(S)2Tp(S)2T complex provided more 

information on the possible catalytic mechanism, even though it is not a productive 

complex. In this complex the 3' -terminal thymine of A TTT is stacked against F61 and 

forms hydrogen bonding contacts with D63, while the 03' hydroxyl of the deoxyribose is 

bound to Zn2 replacing one of its strongly bound waters. The complex can be considered 

an enzyme-product complex just after the cleavage of the 3' -terminal part of the 

substrate. If the chain is extended in the 3' direction, then the scissile phosphate is 

positioned between the three zinc ions close to Zn2 replacing one of the strongly bound 

water molecules by one of its non-bridging oxygens, while the other non-bridging oxygen 

interacts with R48 of PI (K48 for SI nuclease). In such an arrangement the bridging water 

between Znl and Zn3, which is rather a hydroxide ion due to the electrophile nature of the 

zinc ions, is in-line with the 03'-P bond. D45, which is a ligand of Znl and is conserved 

within the related sequences (Appendix A), helps to properly orient the attacking 

hydroxide. The negatively charged pentacovalent transition state is stabilised by R48 of PI 

(K48 for S 1 nuclease), while the attacking hydroxide and the leaving 03' of the 

deoxyribose occupy apical positions. The leaving 03' is stabilised by coordination to Zn2, 

which as a Lewis-acid increases the electrophilicity of the phosphorous (Figure 3.12). 
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~D63 

Figure 3.12 The proposed mechanism of action for S 1 nuclease and, 10 general, for 

hydro lases with trinuclear zinc cluster in the acti ve site. 

The proposed catalytic mechanism described above and schematically shown in 

Figure 3.12, involves all three zinc ions in the active site, making all of them essential for 

catalytic activity. Therefore the term 'three-metal ion' mechanism was proposed (Romier 

et ai., 1998). A similar three-metal ion mechanism was proposed for phospholipa e C 

from Bacillus cereus based on computer simulations (Sundell et aI., 1994) and recently for 

endonuclease IV from E. coli. As described above, PLC has an almo t identical acti e it 

geometry to Sl and PI , and possesses a similar all-helix fold (Hough et at., 19 9 , 

whereas endonuclea e IV only shares the trinuclear zinc clu ter with a imilar, but I arl 

identical coordination phere. Howe er, the con er ation of the analogou re idue 045 in 

S 1 and PI nuel ase and the pre ence of the bridging hydr ide bet\\. e n Zn 1 and / n3 
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strongly suggests a similar three-metal ion mechanism (Hosfield et aI., 1999). 
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Part B: The crystal structure of an Sm-related protein 

Chapter 4 

Introduction 

from Archaeoglobus fulgidus 

An Sm related (or Sm-like) protein with presently unknown function has been 

cloned from the archaeon Archaeoglobus fulgidus, and its structure has been determined 

by X -ray crystallography. This structure and its implications will be discussed throughout 

the next three chapters. Sm and Sm-like proteins together with small nuclear RNA are the 

core components of several small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNPs), which 

play essential roles in many aspects of gene expression. SnRNPs are involved in various 

cellular processes including pre-mRNA splicing (e.g. V1, V2, V4-V6 snRNPs), histone 

mRNA 3' end processing (V7 snRNP), rRNA processing (e.g. V3, V8, V13-72 snRNPs 

and RNase MRP), telomere replication (telomerase) and tRNA maturation (RNase P) 

(reviewed by Mattaj et aI., 1993). SnRNPs involved in pre-mRNA splicing (Liihrman et 

aI., 1990), histone maturation (Smith et aI., 1991) and, as recently published, in telomere 

replication (Seto, et aI., 1999) contain the core Sm protein complex. From those the 

spliceosomal snRNPS are by far the best characterised. The recently determined X -ray 

structures of two Sm proteins from human show close structural homology with the Sm

related protein from Archaeoglobus fulgidus. In the following a short introduction will be 

given to the eukaryotic spliceosomal snRNPs and the Sm proteins constituting them. 
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4.1 Nuclear pre-mRNA splicing and spliceosome assembly 

In eukaryotes most of the transcribed genes result in pre-mRNA which contain 

non-coding intervening sequences (introns), which have to be excised prior to translation 

into protein. The splicing reaction can be divided into two successive trans--esterification 

steps. The first step is a nucleophile attack by the 2' -hydroxyl group of a conserved 

adenosine within the intron region, known as branch point. In this reaction the 2'

hydroxyl esterifies the 5' splice site of the intron resulting in a circular lariat intron 

intermediate and in a free 5' exon. In the second step the 5' exon trans-esterifies the 

phosphodiester bond at the 3' splice site of the circular lariat intron intermediate resulting 

in the ligation of the two exons and the release of the circular intron. The later is first 

debranched by specific enzymes, then cleaved by RNases (Moore, Query & Sharp, 1993; 

Burge, Tuschl & Sharp, 1999; Baserga & Steitz, 1993; Staley & Guthrie, 1998). 

The splicing reaction takes place in the cell nucleus, where the pre-mRNA first 

associates in an ordered manner with several proteins and complexes of proteins with 

small nuclear RNA (snRNA) forming an approximately 4.8 MDa catalytic unit called the 

spliceosome (Moore, Query & Sharp, 1993; Burge, Tuschl & Sharp, 1999; Muller et ai., 

1998). The major components of the spliceosomes are snRNA-protein complexes termed 

small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNP). Four such complexes: U 1, U2, U41U6 

and V 5 have been identified and named after their snRN A component. In the process of 

spliceosome assembly (Figure 4.1) VI snRNP binds first to the conserved 5' splice site of 

the intron, followed by V2, binding to the branch point. Finally, the pre-assembled tri

snRNP, V41U6·V5 joins the complex. In the spliceosome the original base pairing between 

V4 and V6 snRNA is interrupted, and a new network of interaction between U6 and U2 

and between V6 and the 5' splice site forms (Moore, Query & Sharp, 1993; Burge. Tuschl 

& Sharp, 1999; Baserga & Steitz, 1993: Staley & Guthrie, 1998: Madhani & Guthrie, 
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1994). The U5 snRNP plays a crucial role in the second trans-esterification reaction, in 

which one of its conserved loops binds to both exons at their splice sites, keeping them 

spatially close (Newman & Norman, 1992; Sontheimer & Steitz, 1993; O'Keefe, Norman 

& Newman, 1996). 

According to present knowledge, about 80-100 protein factors are involved in 

metazoan splicing, which can be divided into the group of snRNP associated proteins and 

the non-snRNP splicing factors. The non-snRNP splicing factors have been classified 

according to their function or sequence similarity to known proteins. They include various 

enzymes: ATPases, helicases, protein kinases, GTPases, peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans 

isomerases and others (Burge, Tuschl & Sharp, 1999; Will & Llihrmann, 1997; Kramer, 

1996; Beggs, 1995; Liihrmann, Kastner & Bach, 1990; Nagai & Mattaj, 1994). 
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4.2 Structure of the spliceosomal small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

particles 

The individual snRNPs consist of a snRNA, snRNP specific proteins and the core 

proteins common to all four snRNPs (Liihrmann et aI., 1990; Nagai & Mattaj, 1994). First 

I will briefly discuss the snRNP specific proteins and, then in some more detail the Sm 

core domain. 

Several snRNP-specific proteins have been identified. The VI snRNP, which 

formed around a 163 nucleotide long snRNA sequence, contains three specific proteins: 

VI 70K, VIA and VIC. VI snRNP binds to the 5' splice site of the intron via 

complementary base pairing. The VIA protein consists of two RNA recognition motifs 

(RRM). The N -terminal RRM domain of V 1 A was found to be necessary and sufficient to 

bind the stem loop II of VI snRNA (Scherly et aI., 1989). The crystal structure of the 

RNA binding domain of VIA alone and in complex with stem-loop II has been solved, 

giving further insight into the protein-RNA interactions in VI snRNP (Nagai et aI., 1990; 

Oubridge et aI., 1994). The VI 70K protein contains a single RRM motif, which alone is 

capable of binding to stem-loop I of VI snRNA (Query et aI., 1989). Since VI 70K can 

be chemically cross-linked to the core proteins B and D2, it must be in close contact with 

the core Sm domain (Nelissen et aI., 1994). On electron micrographs VIA and VI 70K 

proteins appear as two protrusions from the globular core. Their assignment to VIA and 

VI 70K respectively, was achieved using specific antibodies to the individual proteins 

(Kastner et al. 1992). The VIC protein does not bind directly to the VI snRNA. It binds to 

VI snRNP only in the presence of both the VI 70K protein and the core domain, 

suggesting that VIC binds directly to these two proteins. The latter assumption is 

supported by the observation of chemical cross-linking between VIC and core protein B 

(Nelissen et ai., 1991). The VIC protein is necessary for efficient complex formation 
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between the U1 snRNP and the 5' splice site, it is thought to alter the conformation of the 

5' end of Ul snRNA, thus enabling efficient efficient base pairing with the 5' splice site 

(Heinrichs et aI., 1990). 

As a second step the U2 snRNP binds to pre-mRNA in the course of spliceosome 

assembly. It is based on a 187 nucleotide long snRNA, which forms four stem-loops. 

Stem loop I facilitates interactions with U6 snRNA, when the original interactions between 

U6 and U4 snRNA are disrupted in a later stage of spliceosome assembly. A conserved, 6 

nucleotide long stretch downstream from stem-loop I is responsible for base pairing to the 

branch point of the intron. In addition to the Sm core domain two proteins, U2B" and 

U2A', were found as constituents of U2 snRNP at high salt conditions, whereas nine 

additional proteins are associated with U2 snRNP if the ionic strength is low. Among those 

nine are the heteromeric splicing factors SF3a and SF3b (Burge, Tuschl & Sharp, 1999; 

Will & Liihrmann, 1997; Kramer, 1996). Studies with the yeast homologue of U2A' and 

U2B" demonstrated, that both proteins are necessary for the integration of U2 snRNP into 

the pre-spliceosome (Caspary & Seraphin, 1998). The crystal structure of the U2B"

U2A' complex bound to an U2 snRNA fragment has been determined (Price et aI., 1998). 

The U2B" protein is very similar to UIA at the sequence level, and binds to stem-loop IV 

of U2 snRNA, while UIA binds to stem-loop II of Ul snRNA (Scherly et aI., 1990). 

Indeed, as expected from the sequential similarity, the crystal structures of UIA-RNA 

complex and U2B" -U2A' -RNA complex reveal very similar protein-RNA interactions. 

The structure of the U4IU6 snRNP is based on the extensively base paired snRNAs 

U4 and U6. The core domain, which has a globular shape on electron micrographs 

(Kastner et aI., 1990ab; Kastner et aI., 1991; Kastner 1998), is thought to contain the core 

Sm domain bound to U4 snRNA. U6 snRNA does not have an Sm binding site (Liautard 

et aI., 1982), however, Sm-like proteins with significant sequence similarity to the 

canonical Sm proteins have been found in yeast and man associated with U6 snRNA 

(Cooper et aI., 1995; Seraphin, 1995; Salgado-Garrido et aI., 1999; Achsel et aI., 1999). 
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As it was already mentioned U5 snRNP is crucial for the last trans-esterification step of 

splicing (Newman & Norman, 1992; Sontheimer & Steitz, 1993). U5 snRNP is fairly 

complex, it contains nine specific proteins in addition to the Sm core domain. Prior to 

joining the pre-spliceosome snRNPs U4IU6 and U5 associate to form a tri-snRNP 

complex U4IU6·U5 (Will & Liihrmann, 1997). 

In the context of this part of the thesis, the Sm core proteins of the U snRNPs have 

the most relevance. These proteins are common to all spliceosomal snRNPs except U 6 

(Burge, Tuschl & Sharp, 1999; Will & Liihrmann, 1997). They have been found as the 

target of autoantibodies from patients suffering of the autoimmune disease systemic lupus 

erythmatosus (Lerner & Steitz, 1979). Seven canonical Sm proteins have been identified 

forming both the human (reviewed by Liihrmann et aI., 1990) and the yeast Sm core 

domain (Rydmond, 1993; Roy et aI., 1995; Seraphin, 1995; Bordonne & Tarassov, 1996; 

Fromont et aI., 1997; Salgado-Garido et aI., 1999). The proteins are named B, D\, D2, D3, 

E, F and G. An eighth protein, B' has been found in HeLa cells which turned out to be an 

alternatively spliced form of protein B, differing only in the 11 C-terminal residues (Chu 

& Elkon, 1991; van Dam et aI., 1989). The sequence alignment of the known Sm and Sm

like proteins revealed two conserved sequence motifs, named Sml and Sm2 (Seraphin, 

1995; Hermann et aI., 1995; Cooper et aI., 1995). 

The human Sm proteins assemble into sub-complexes in the absence of snRN A. 

The complexes formed are D1D2, D3B (D3B' as well) and EFG (Lehmeier et aI., 1994; 

Hermann et aI., 1995; Raker et aI., 1996). The importance of the Sm motifs has been 

demonstrated for the D3B complex: the presence of the Sm motifs was necessary and 

sufficient for sub-complex formation (Herman et ai., 1995). The snRNA binding site of 

the core Sm protein complex was identified almost twenty years ago. Branlant et ai. 

identified a conserved short uridine rich single stranded sequence with the general 

structure Pu-A-(U)4-6-G-Pu in the snRNAs U1, U2, U4 and U5 as the binding sites of 

Sm proteins (Branlant et aI., 1982). The efficiency of binding to this Sm site is modulated 
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by snRNP specific proteins and neighbouring RNA sequences (Jarmolowski & Mattaj, 

1993; Nelissen et aI., 1994). Recently published binding studies with nonamer 

oligonucleotides have shown that the Sm site alone is sufficient to form the complete core 

domain. In addition to the uridine bases, the second adenosine and the 2' -hydroxyl groups 

of the ribose moieties turned out to be essential for binding (Raker et aI., 1999). 

In the absence of the snRNA (the Sm site) three stable sub-complexes are formed 

between Sm proteins. They associate in an orderly manner with the Sm site of the snRNA: 

EFG, together with D1D2, binds first forming a stable subcore, then D3B joins the complex 

completing the assembly. It has been shown that none of the sub-complexes can bind to 

the snRNA in a stable manner, an essential prerequisite for snRNP formation (Fischer et 

aI., 1985, Feeney et aI., 1989; Raker et aI., 1996). The pairwise interaction between the 

individual Sm proteins in the core complex was studied by the application of the yeast 

two-hybrid system. The information provided by these experiments was essential to 

construct the first model of human core Sm complex (Kambach et aI., 1999; Kambach & 

Nagai, 1999). After acquiring an N7-monomethylguanosine cap (m7G) during 

transcription, the snRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where the assembly with the Sm 

core domain takes place (Mattaj & De Robertis, 1985). The complete core domain is 

necessary for the hypermethylation of the m7G cap to a 2,2,7-trimethyl-guanosine (m3G) 

cap (Mattaj, 1986). The nuclear import of the spliceosomal snRNPs depends on a bipartite 

signal consisting of the m3G cap and the complete core domain (Hamm et aI., 1990; 

Fischer et aI., 1993; Plessel et aI., 1994), whereas for the U4 and U5 snRNPs the presence 

of the core domain is sufficient (Palacios et aI., 1997). 

Recently, the crystal structure of two core sub-complexes, DID2 and D3B have 

been determined by X-ray crystallography (Kambach et aI., 1999). The four Sm proteins 

show a common fold containing a short N-terminal a-helix followed by a strongly bent, 

five-stranded, anti parallel ~sheet. The Sml motif is formed by strands 1-3 of the ~ 
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sheet, whereas Sm2 motif is constituted by strands 4 and 5. The Sml and Sm2 motifs are 

connected by a loop of variable length. The two Sm proteins in the dimeric complexes 

interact via their 4th and 5th ~-strands forming a continuous inter-subunit ~sheet. 

Based on the core sub-complex structures Kambach et ai. proposed a model for the 

entire Sm core domain, that is consistent with all the structural (EM & X-ray), genetic and 

biochemical data available up-to-date. The model consists of seven different Sm proteins 

arranged in a heptameric ring, interfacing each other the same way as in the sub-complex 

dimers. The order of the individual Sm proteins in the ring is consistent with the 

experimentally observed pairwise interactions within the core Sm domain (Fury et al., 

1997; Camasses et aI., 1997). The inner surface of the ring is lined with positively charged 

o 

residues and the size of the central hole (-20 A diameter), if considering only main chain 

atoms, can easily accommodate single stranded RNA. These facts strongly suggests that 

the snRNA binds in the central hole, an assumption which is supported by DV cross-

linking experiments, where the ADD sequence of the Sm site was cross-linked to Sm 

protein G (Heinrichs et aI., 1992). 

4.3 Archaeal Sm-like proteins 

There are more and more fully sequenced archaebacterial genomes available which 

allows to search for and identify the archaeal counterparts of eukaryotic proteins. Sensitive 

searches in sequence databases revealed the existence of some archaeal proteins related to 

Sm and Sm-like proteins (Salgado-Garido et aI., 1999). Methanobacterium 

thermoautrotrophicum (Smith et aI., 1997), Aeropyrum pemix K1 (Kawarabayasi et aI., 

1999) and Archaeoglobus julgidus (Klenk et aI., 1997) were found to encode two Sm-like 

proteins, while Pyrococcus horikoshii (Kawarabayasi et aI., 1998) and Pyrococcus abyss; 

(Poch et aI., submitted) encode only a single Sm-related protein. The finding of Sm-
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related proteins in various archaebacterial genomes suggests that an Sm-like protein was 

present in the latest common ancestor of archaeons and eukaryotes, and that the diverse 

eukaryotic Sm and Sm-like proteins originate from a single precursor (Salgado-Garido et 

al., 1999). 

The crystal structure of one of the Sm-related proteins of Archaeoglobus fulgidus 

has been solved and refined as part of this thesis. The Sm-like protein, named AF-Sm2 

forms hexameric rings both in the crystal structure and in solution, shown by gel filtration 

experiments in the latter case. The nature of the major interactions between AF-Sm2 

monomers is essentially the same as what has been found in the human Sm core domain 

sub-complexes (Kambach et al., 1999). The central hole of the ring is smaller than that of 

the heptameric complex proposed by Kambach et aI., but appears still to be large enough 

to accommodate single-stranded RNA. The function of the archaeal Sm-like proteins is 

currently unknown. 
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Chapter 5 

Structure determination of AF -Sm2 from Archaeoglobus 

fulgidus 

5.1 Sample preparation: cloning, expression and purification 

The complete genome of Archaeoglobus fulgidus has been sequenced and 

deposited in sequence databanks (Klenk et al., 1997). Sensitive searches in the databanks 

revealed two ORFs encoding two Sm-related proteins of 77 and 75 amino acid size 

(Salgado-Garido et al., 1999). Although both proteins have been cloned from genomic 

DNA of Archaeoglobus fulgidus, the discussion will be however restricted to the 75 

amino acid AF-Sm2 protein, for which an X-ray structure has been determined. 

5.1.1 The cloning of the gene encoding AF-Sm2 

The genomic DNA of Archaeoglobus fulgidus were obtained from the German 

Collection of Micro-organisms, Braunschweig, Germany. The database identifier of the 

AF-Sm2 gene is AF0362. Based on this sequence oligonucleotides have been designed in 

order to amplify the gene and to incorporate Ncol and Kpnl restriction sites for further 

cloning steps (Figure 5.1). 
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Oliogo Design: 8M2-like A . fulgidus 

N-Terminus 

M V L 
at~~t~cttccaaatca~at~~taaa~tcaat~~t~~gaaagat aataaggg 
taccacgaaggtttagtctaccatttcagttaccaccct tt c tattattccc 

O~ .igo Name: SM2F 

NcoI: C/ CATGG 
M V 

5-ATAATTCCATGG TGCTTCCAAATCAGATGGTAAAGTCAATGGTGG 

C-Terminus 

Tail BsoFI 
Mae II CViJI M!J oII 
I I I I I 

ggtaataacgtcgttctaatccagccgcaagaagaatga 228 
ccattattgcagcaagattaggtcggcgttct tcttac t 

I • I I I I 
197 212 220 

O~.igo Name: SM2B 

KpnI-GGTACC 

5'-ATAATAGGTACCTCATTCTTCTTGCGGCTGGATTAGAACGACGTTATTACC 

Figure 5.1 The oligonucleotides designed for the peR amplification of the A . fulgidus 

gene AF0362 encoding AF-Sm2. The peR product incorporates Ncol and KpnI 

restriction sites. 

After the initial heating step (95° for 5 min) the following peR protocol was used in 30 

cycles: 55°(1 min)r-~)72°(0.5 min)r-~)94° (l min) . The composition of the peR reaction 

mix was as follows: 

• 200 JlM dNTP (5 JlI of 2 mM stock) 

• Ix AmpliTaq buffer from Perkin-Elmer 

• 50 pmol of primer oligonucleotides (-2.5 JlI each) 

• 1 JlI of genomic ON A 

• I J..ll of Taq polymerase Perkin-Elmer 
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The total reaction mixture was topped up to 50 J.lI volume with sterile water. Following the 

PCR amplification the PCR Cleanup kit from Promega was used to purify the amplified 

AF-Sm2 gene. The purified PCR product was eluted with 50 J.lI TE buffer (10 mM Tri , 1 

mM EDT A, pH 8.0). 10 J.lI of this eluate was digested with 2 units of Ncol and Kpnl 

restriction enzymes in a total volume of 50 J.lI using the Yellow buffer. The enzymes and 

the buffer were purchased from Fermentas, Lithuania. The product of the reaction was 

purified with the DNA Cleanup kit from Promega, and eluted in 50 J.lI TE buffer. 

AF-Sm2 was expressed as a GST fusion protein . The expression vector u ed, 

pET24H6·GST·TEV, is a modified pET24 vector (Studier et aI., 1990) with an N-

terminal His-tag, a GST -fragment and a TEV protease cleavage site upstream from the 

Ncol restriction site (Figure 5.2 and 5.3). 

r---- TEV site 

H6 1 GST I AF-Sm2 r\ I 

Nco I KpnJ 

I 
KanR I 

I I 

Figure 5.2 Schematic drawing of the expression vector with the GST -AF-Sm2 construct. 

The expression cassette of the fusion protein contains an N-terminal His-tag, a GST 

fragment and a TEV protease cleavage site 5' of the Ncol restriction site (Figure 5.4). 
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pET24H6-GST-TEV-Sl\12 -> GMlphlc l'Yt.p 

Mlul 5432 
BstElI 5250 

Bsp1201 5225 
ApaJ 5225 

Paul 5021 
BssHIl 5021 
EcoAV 4984 

Xbal 6220 
BspLU1111 6220 

Bgill 8154 
SgrAi 6112 

Sphl 5961 

246 MscI 
439 Bsp1 191(AsUII) 
439 BS!81 
467 9oI/ai 

614 Seal 
752 Nco I 

982 Acc851 
962 Kpn l 
994 EcoAI 
1000 Ecl138 11 
1000 Sael 
1007 Sall 
1013 Hildl ll 
1019 Notl 
1020 Eagl 
1028 PaeA71 
1028 Xho l 

1106 ~I 
1108 Bpull 021(Espl) 

HpaJ 4928 
pET2~H6-GST-TEV-SM2 

1430 DralJI 

PshAI 4587 

Bgil 4389 
Fspl 4352 

PpuMI 4325 

Alw261(BsmAI) 3885 
Tthllli 3586 

Bstll071(Snal) 3582 

+ 
6260 base pw rs 

Unique Sites 

BssSI 3158 

" 2131 Sgtl 
2132 Pvul 

2257 SmaJ 
2257 )(mal 

2439 BspDl 
2439 BsuI 51(CIaI) 
2439 Clal 

2474 BIIp6B1(Nrul) 
2474 Nrul 

2804 Eco571 
2917 AlwNJ 

Figure 5.3 The graphical map of the expression vector pET24H6·GST·TEV·AF-Sm2 with 

unique restriction sites. 

Prior to ligation the vector was cleaved with Ncol and Kpnl, followed by the direct 

addition of phosphatase and phospatase buffer in order to remove the terminal pho phate 

groups left by the restriction enzymes. The cleaved vector was then purified the arne wa 

as it was described for the AF-Sm2 gene. The ligation reaction mixture was the following: 

• 1 J..Ll (~5 ng) cleaved and purified expression vector 

• 3 J..LI Ncol-Kpnl cleaved and purified AF-Sm2 fragment 

1 J..LI lOX ligation buffer 

1 /-ll T4 liga e 
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The total volume was 10 J.tl. 1 JlI of the reaction mixture was used to transform DH5a 

competent cells, which were plated on kanamycin containing agarose plates. 16-20 hours 

later two colonies were picked and cell cultures were grown in order to obtain expression 

plasmids. The plasmid preparation was purified with a plasmid purification kit from 

Qiagen, Hamburg. The two plasmid preps were checked with restriction enzymes whether 

they contained the whole construct (Figure 5.4). 

5.1.2 Expression of the GST -AF -Sm2 fusion protein 

For protein expressIon BL21(DE3) competent cells from Novagen were 

transformed with the expression vector tested for the presence of the whole GST -fusion 

(Figure 5.4) and plated on kanamycin containing agarose plates. After 16-20 hours the 

colonies were suspended in a few ml of LB medium to inoculate 8 times half litre LB 

medium containing 200 Jlg/ml kanamycin. The cell cultures were induced with 0.4 mM 

IPTG when their O.D. measured at 595 nm reached 0.7. After 2-3 hours of induction the 

cell cultures were centrifuged in one litre flasks fitting into a swinging bucket rotor, 

resuspended in fresh LB and collected in a single storage vial. The cell pellet was frozen in 

liquid nitrogen for storage or used immediately. The cell pellet was suspended and lysed in 

the following lysis buffer (40 ml): 

• 50 mM TRIS, pH 8.0 

• 100 Jlg/mllysozyme 

• 1 mg Bovine DNase I 

• 12 mMMgCh 

• 10 mM imidazole 

• 1 tablet of EDT A free protease inhibitor cocktail Complete from Boehringer

Mannheim 
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pET24H6-GST·TEV ·SM2 [1 to 981] -> I-phase Tran.!!l2ltion 

Translation of Expression casette (His-GST-TEV- SM) 

1 / 1 31/ 11 
ATG aaa cat cae cat cae cat cae aae act aqt aqe aat tee atq tee eet ata eta qqt 
M K H H H H H H N T S S N S M S P I L G 
61/21 91/31 
tat tqq aaa att aaq qqe ett qtq eaa eee act eqa ett ett ttq qaa tat ett qaa qaa 
'{ W K I K G L V Q p T R L L L E '{ L l!. E 
121 / 41 151/ 51 
aaa tat qaa qaq cat ttq tat qaq ege gat qaa qgt qat aaa tgg eqa aae aaa aag ttt 
K '{ T! E H L '{ E R 0 l!. G 0 K W R N K K F 
181/ 61 211/71 
qaa ttq qqt ttg gaq ttt ece aat ett eet tat tat att qat qqt qat gtt aaa tta aea 
E L G L E F P N L P '{ '{ I 0 G 0 V K L T 
241 / 81 271 / 91 
eag tet atg gee ate ata eqt tat ata get qac aaq cac aac atq ttq gqt gqt tqt eea 
Q S M A I I R '{ I A D K H N M L G G C P 
301/101 331 / 111 
aaa gag eqt qea gag att tea atg ett gaa qga qeg qtt ttq qat att aga tae gqt gtt 
1< E R A E I S M L T! G A V L 0 I R '{ G V 
361/121 391/131 
teg aga att gea tat agt aaa qae ttt gaa act etc aaa gt t gat ttt ett age aag eta 
S R I A '{ S K D F E 
421/141 
eet qaa atq etq aaa atq tte qaa qat eqt 
P E M L K M FED R 
481/161 
cat qta ace cat eet qae tte atq ttq tat 
H V T H PDF M L Y 
541/181 

T L 
451/151 
tta tqt 
L C 

511 / 171 
qac qet 
0 A 
571/191 

eea atq 
P M 
601/201 

tge etg gat geg tte eea aaa tta qtt tgt 

eea eaa 
P Q 
661/221 
eaa gee 
Q A 

721/241 

C L 0 

att gat aaq 
I 0 l< 

acg ttt ggt 
T F G 

A F P l< L V C 

631/211 
tae ttg aaa tee age aag tat 
'{ L l< S S K '{ 

69'1/231 
ggt gge gae cat eet eea act 
G G 0 H P P T 

751/251 

K V 0 F L S K L 

cat aaa aea tat tta aat qqt qat 
H K T '{ L N G 0 

ett qat qtt qtt tta tae atq qae 
L 0 V V L '{ M 0 

ttt aaa aaa eqt att gaa qct ate 
F l< l< R I E A I 

ata gea tgg eet ttq eag gge tgg 
I A W P L Q G W 

agt gga tct ggt ggt ggt gge gga 
S G S G G G G G 

tec atg age gag aat ett tat ttt eag gge gCC ATG Gtg ett eea aat cag atg gta aag 
S M SEN L '{ F Q GA M V LPN Q M V l< 

781/261 811 / 271 
tea atg gtg gga aag ata ata agg gtc gaa atg aag gge gag gag aae cag tta gte ggg 
S M V G K I I R V E M l< GEE N Q L V G 
841/281 871 / 291 
aaa ett gag ggt gtg gac gac tac atg aae eta tae ttg aca aac gcg atg gag tge aag 
l< LEG V 0 0 '{ M N L '{ L T N A M E C K 
901/301 931 / 311 
ggg gag gag aag gta agg age etg gga gaa ata gtg etc aga gqt aat aae gte gtt eta 
GEE l< V R S L GEl V L R G N N V V L 
961/321 
atc eag ccg eaa gaa gaa tga 
I Q P Q E E * 

Figure 5.4 The expressIon cassette of the whole GST -fusion. The linker with a TEV 

cleavage site is shown in blue, the AF-Sm2 sequence is red. One has to note that the two 

last residues of the linker (G A) are not removed by TEV protease, thus they form an N-

terminal extension not present in the wild type protein increasing its length to 77 amino 

acids. 

The lysed cells were finally passed through a French press to maXlffilse cell lysis and 

ultracentrifuged at 45000 rpm to get rid of cell debris. Both the pellet and the upernatant 

were analysed by gel electrophoresis and both were shown to contain the fu ion protein, 
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although more than the half, approximately 60% of the total protein was present in the 

supernatant. 

5.1.3 Purification 

The supernatant was purified in two passes. Half of it was loaded onto a 10 ml Ni-agarose 

column equilibrated with 20 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCI and 10 mM imidazole 

and washed with two column volumes of the same buffer. After washing, the fusion 

protein was eluted with the same buffer but containing 250 mM imidazole this time. After 

analysis by SDS-PAGE the best fractions were collected (-20 ml) in a dialysis tube. 

Before closing the dialysis tube 300 J-LI crude TEV protease preparation was added to it. 

The dialysis was carried out at 4°C against 20 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl. After 

two days of dialysis the protein preparation was placed into an 86°C water bath for 15 

minutes. The heating step essentially removed all the proteins but AF-Sm2 (Figure 5.5). 

The precipitated protein was removed by centrifugation, and the Sm protein was 

concentrated to -11 mg/ml. AF-Sm2 contains only two tyrosine residues therefore it has a 

low molar extinction coefficient at 280 nm. Therefore, the concentration of the protein was 

measured by the Lowry method (Lowry et aI., 1951.) 
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94.0 kDa~ 

67.0 kDA __ ... 

43.0 kDa __ .... 

30.0 kDa __ .... 

14.4 kDa __ .... 

. ~ . -. _ L 

Figure 5.5 SDS-PAGE of purified and concentrated AF-Sm2 with molecular weight 

markers. 

5.2 Crystallisation, data collection and processing 

5.2.1 Crystallisation of AF -Sm2 

Crystallisation setups were done using the vapour diffusion method with hanging 

drops. A 48 condition in-house sparse matrix screen (Zeelen et aL., 1994) was tried with 

immediate success. Long hexagonal needles were obtained from a low pH condition 

containing ammonium and lithium sulphate as precipitants. The crystallisation condition 

was optimised resulting in a more favourable shape of the crystals: they became horter 

(0.15-0.2 mm) but their diameter increased dramatically (Figure 5.6). The optimi ed 

crystalli ation condition was the following: 2.5 M ammonium ulphate, 200 mM lithium 
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sulphate, 120 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 3.6. Searching for a suitable freezing 

condition was unproblematic since the crystals were not sensiti ve at all to changes in the 

surrounding motherliquor. 15 % glycerol added to the motherliquor was found to be a 

good cryoprotectant. 

Figure 5.6 Hexagonal AF- Sm2 crystals. 

5.2.2 The heavy atom derivative 

At the time of structure determination there were no Sm or Sm-like protein 

structures deposited in the PDB, therefore we had to look for (a) heavy atom derivative(s) 

to obtain initial phase information. An alternative to MIR phasing was to prepare Se-Met 

protein and collect MAD data at a synchrotron site. This seemed to be possible, since there 

were six methionine residues in an AF-Sm2 molecule. However, soaking existing crystal 

with solutions of heavy atom compounds is more straightforward than preparing Se-Met 

deri vati ve crystals and was attempted first. Mercury compounds seemed to be the mo t 

suitable, because AF-Sm2 has a single cysteine residue capable of binding mercury with 

high affinity. 

Cry tal were oaked overnight with their mother liquor containing additi nal 15% 
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glycerol and 5 mM methyl-mercury acetate (MMA). No macroscopic change in the 

crystals were seen as a result of MMA-soaking. The first soak was tested in the X-ray 

beam and a complete data set was collected. The data collection and data quality will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

5.2.3 The collection and processing of the native and derivative data 

The first native and derivative data sets were collected at the home source using an 

Enraf-Nonius rotating anode generator. Interestingly the mercury derivative soaked 

crystals diffracted better than the native ones whereas their size was approximately the 

same. The native data set was only used to test the phasing power of the mercury 

derivative, and then a higher resolution data set was collected at a synchrotron beamline. 

The native data set used for refinement was collected at the BM14 beamline of 

ESRF on a MarCCD detector. The crystals were transported already frozen in a Dewar-

container filled with liquid nitrogen. 15% glycerol was added to the mother liquor as 

cryoprotectant before flash-freezing the crystals. During data collection the crystal was 

kept in a dry nitrogen gas stream of 100 K in order to prevent radiation damage. In total 45 

degrees of oscillation data were collected in a single pass with 1 degree oscillation angle. 

o 

The highest resolution of the data collected was 1.95 A, however, the crystals clearly 

diffracted to higher resolution. Collection of higher resolution data would have required a 

second pass, to avoid overloaded low order reflections. Due to time constraints 1.95 A in 

one pass seemed the best compromise. The data were processed with XDS in the primitive 

hexagonal space group P6 with cell parameters a = 58.4 A, c = 32.1 A (Kabsch, 1993) and 

later converted to CCP4 format. The reflection intensities were scaled with the CCP4 

program SCALA (CCP4, 1994, Evans, 1997) and converted to amplitudes with 

TRUNCATE (CCP4, 1994). 
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The derivative data set was collected from a crystal soaked overnight in 5 mM 

MMA. The crystal was flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen using 15 % glycerol in the 

motherliquor as cryoprotectant and it was kept at lOOK during data collection. The 

diffraction data were collected on a Mar345 image plate detector using a copper rotating 

anode as X -ray source. In order to increase redundancy one hundred frames were 

o 

collected to 2.37 A resolution with a one degree oscillation range. The derivative data 

were processed the same way as for the native using cell parameters a = 58.4 A, c = 32.1 

o 

A. Native and derivative data processing statistics can be found in Table 5.1. 

Data set Wavelength Resolution Total Number of Overall Rsym in the 
0 0 

number of Rsym (%) highest (A) range (A) unique 
reflections reflections resolution 

shell 
(1.95-2.06 

0 

A) (%) 

Native 1.000 50-1.95 11984 4522 5.1 17.3 

MMA 1.542 30-2.37 15224 2600 4.9 10.1 

Data set Overall Completeness Overall llcr in the Mosicity 
completeness in the highest llcr highest (0) 

(%) resolution shell resolution 
0 

(1.95-2.06 A) shell 
(%) (1.95-2.06 

0 

A) 

Native 97.6 90.9 10.5 4.2 0.8 

MMA 99.5 98.3 8.7 6.5 1 

Table 5.1 Data processing statistics for the native and derivative data of AF-Sm2. I, 

intensity. cr, standard deviation of the intensity. R sym = C~ ~ 1(1 hkI - ( I) .)1) I t: ~ II 'k'..! 

for i observations of a given reflection. <1>, mean intensity. 
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5.3 Isomorphous replacement 

5.3.1 Introduction 

As it was shown in chapter 2, the electron density in a crystal can be calculated by 

the Fourier summation: 

p(x YZ)=..!.. L L L IF(hkZ)lexp[ -2rri(hx+ky+lz)+ilX(hkZ)] . Since /(h k I) oc 
V h k I 

IF(h k 1)1
2

, therefore the structure factor amplitude of a given reflection (h k I) can be 

derived from the measured intensities after applying several correction factors. The last 

term of the above equation, which is the phase angle of a given reflection, cannot be 

measured, it has to be derived indirectly. The fastest method to obtain reasonable starting 

phases is the molecular replacement method (Rossman & Blow, 1962) discussed in chapter 

2. However, it requires a structurally similar model to the structure to be solved. Although 

the increasing number of deposited structures in PDB makes it more and more likely to 

find a homologous protein structure for molecular replacement, in many cases it is 

necessary to use MAD or isomorphous replacement to obtain phases. 

The isomorphous replacement method was developed by Perutz and co-workers 

(Green et aI., 1954) in order to determine the phase angles of the native protein structure 

factors. In this method the protein crystal is soaked in a dilute solution of a heavy atom 

compound (about soaking see Stura & Chen, 1992). There are two major requirements for 

a successful phase determination by isomorphous replacement: the heavy atom derivative 

has to bind strong enough to a few sites in the protein molecule and the binding should not 

cause substantial changes in the crystal structure, in other words the native and derivative 

crystals should be isomorphous. If the native and derivative crystals are isomorphous, then 

the structure factors of the heavy atom derivative (FPH ) are the vectorial sum of the native 
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protein structure factors (F p) and the heavy atom contribution (F
H

): F - F + F 
PH- PH' 

Although F H cannot be measured directly, it can be calculated if the positions of 

the heavy atoms are known. The position of the heavy atom sites in the cell can be 

determined by calculating a Patterson-map with coefficients IF PHI-IF pi . In its general 

form the Patterson function is a Fourier summation with zero phase angles and intensities 

as coefficients: 

p(uvw)=l. L IF(hkZW cos[2rr(hu+kv+Zw)] . The function IS calculated at each 
V hkl 

point u, v, w, of a three dimensional grid which has the same dimensions as the crystal unit 

cell. The Patterson function has the following properties: 

• Peaks in the map represent vectors between atoms in the real unit cell, and every pair of 

atoms contribute with a peak to the Patterson map. 

• The Patterson map is centrosymmetric. 

• Screw axes in real space become normal rotation axes in vector space. 

• Vectors between atoms related by screw axes or rotation axes appear as peaks, called 

Harker-peaks localised on certain planes, called Harker-sections. 

Once the heavy atom positions in the unit cell have been determined, both the 

structure factors, IF HI, and the phase, (X.H, of the heavy atom contribution can be calculated: 

n 

F =" q.!.exp[-B.(sin2e)/.\2]exp[i2rr(hx.+ky.+Zz.)] , where n is the number of 
HL..J}}} } } } 

)=1 

heavy atom sites, qj is the occupancy at site j, h is the atomic scattering factor of the heavy 

atom at site j, Bj is the isotropic temperature factor of the heavy atom at site j, x, y and z 

are the coordinates of site j and h, k ,Z are the Miller indices. 

The protein phase angles can now be derived from IF pi, IF PHI, IF HI and (X.H in a simple 

graphical way shown in an Argand diagram in Figure 5.7. This representation is known as 

the Harker construction. When using only a single derivative there is a phase ambiguity_ 
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which has to be resolved somehow to obtain an interpretable electron density map. 

Imaginary 

Real 

Figure 5.7 The Harker construction for a single isomorphous deri vati ve. In case of a 

single derivative there is always an intrinsic phase ambiguity: there are two equivalent 

intersections of the circles at api and ap2. 

One way of resolving the phase ambiguity of the SIR method is the preparation of further 

heavy atom derivatives, a method which is called multiple isomorphous replacement 

(MIR). 

There are cases when only a single heavy atom derivative of a protein cry tal i 

available. Even in such a case it is still possible to break the phase ambiguity if anomalou 

scattering is present. This method is called single isomorphous replacement with 

anomalous scattering (SIRAS). The inner electrons of the hea y atom cannot be 

considered as free electrons therefore they scatter the X-ray beam anomalou ly, whi h 

means that the phase difference between the incident and the cattered beam i n t e, actl)' 
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180 degrees. The strength of anomalous scattering IS, however, strongly wavelength 

dependent. The atomic scattering factors of heavy atoms have to be rather expre ed in the 

following form: fanom . = f + I1f + if' = f + if'· The real term, I1f changes only the length of 

the atomic scattering vector of the heavy atom, whereas the imaginary term, if' cau e a 

counterclockwise rotation of F H. As a consequence, the structure factors F PH(h k I) and 

FPH( -h -k -l) have no longer equal length and phase angles. This difference can be 

sufficient to decide which is the correct phase angle as illustrated by the Harker 

construction in Figure 5.8. 

Imaginary 

Real 

Figure 5.8 Harker construction showing how anomalous scattering can resolve the pha e 

ambiguity for a single deri vati ve. 

The Harker construction in Figure 5.8 shows an ideal case when the three cirel 

intersect in a single point, which is usually not observed when dealing with real data. The 

measurement of the reflections and the data reduction procedure alwa implie 

experimental and computational error, and there i alway a lack of i m rphi m b t\\L: n 
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the native and derivative crystals. In order to calculate the most accurate phase angles and 

to obtain the best estimates of the phase errors the heavy atom parameters have to be 

refined (Evans, 1991). The refined parameters are the relative scale and B-factor to put the 

derivative data on the same scale as the native data, the coordinates, the occupancy and the 

B-factor of the heavy atoms, and in addition the anomalous occupancy. If the data are 

good enough, even the anomalous scattering parameters f' and f' can be refined. The target 

function of the refinement can be minimised by the methods of least-squares, although 

more and more phasing programs use a maximum likelihood algorithm (Bricogne, 1991), 

which provides more realistic values for the phasing power and the figures of merit. 

As a consequence of the inherent errors in the phase determination one has to 

address the problem by a statistical approach and has to deal rather with the probability 

distribution of phases, rather than with discrete phase angles. In such a statistical approach 

it is assumed that the errors in the measurement of the native protein amplitudes are 

smaller than the combination of errors due to lack of isomorphism and inaccurate 

measurement of derivative amplitudes. In addition it is also assumed that the lack of 

closure error, e, is associated with errors only in the length of F PH, while both F H and F P 

are error-free (Blow & Crick, 1959). The lack of closure E(a) is defined as IFpHI-IFp+FHI 

and is assumed to have a Gaussian probability distribution. For each reflection of a given 

derivative the phase probability is expressed as: 

is a normalisation factor, e is the lack of closure error and £2 is the mean square of E. In 

the case of MIR the phase probability calculated for each derivative can be simply 

multiplied to obtain a combined phase probability. Hendrickson and Lattman 

(Hendrickson & Lattman, 1970) proposed an expression for the phase probability, which 

simplifies the combination of phases calculated from multiple derivatives, including 
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anomalous data. The phase combination is done simply by adding the coefficients A, B, C 

and D of the following equation for each derivative: 

P (ex)= N exp(A cos(ex)+ B sin (ex)+ C cos(2ex)+ D sin (2ex)) 

The most probable electron density map can be calculated by using phases corresponding 

to the maximal combined probability (P(a)max), although this does not necessarily result in 

the best electron density. The reason is, that the combined probability function can have 

more than a single maximum, which has to be taken into account. Therefore the best 

electron density map is calculated with abesh which is derived from the centroid of the 

probability distribution rather than from the maximal probability. The best protein 

structure factor is given by the equation: F P(best}=mIFhkll exp(i ex (best)) ,where m is the 

figure of merit, which is given by cos (ex-ex (best}) ,where ex-ex(best) is the 

estimated error in the phase angle. 

5.3.2 Isomorphous replacement applied to AF -Sm2 

The native and derivative data were scaled together using the CCP4 program 

FHSCAL and were analysed for isomorphous and anomalous differences by SCALEIT 

(Table 5.2). An isomorphous difference Patterson map was calculated by FFf with the 

coefficients (IF PHI - IF plf. The position of a single heavy atom site was located by the 

real-space Patterson search program RSPS (CCP4, 1994). The Harker section of the 

difference Patterson map is shown in Figure 5.9. The refinement of the heavy atom 

parameters and phasing was carried out by SHARP using the heavy atom positions 

obtained from RSPS. The program implements a maximum likelihood based refinement 

procedure (Bricogne, 1991; de la Fortelle & Bricogne, 1997). In the first run the 

temperature factor of the heavy atom was modelled as isotropic, then the second run 
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refined the anisotropic temperature factors starting with the parameters obtained at the end 

of the previous run. The phasing statistics are shown in Table 5.2 below. The phase 

calculation was followed by 99 cycles of solvent flattening and a final cycle of solvent 

flipping by SOLOMON (Abrahams, 1996). The solvent flattening procedure is embedded 

in the graphical interface of SHARP. 

Concentration of MMA 5mM 

Number of sites 1 

Number of reflections (centric/acentric) 269/2358 

Riso 0.245 

Rcullis (centric) 0.502 

Rcullis (anomalous) 0.703 

Phasing power (centric/acentric) 2.56/3.00 

Figure of merit (centric/acentric) 0.633/0.576 

Table 5.2 Phasing statistics for AF-Sm2 using a single heavy atom derivative (MMA) 

with anomalous contribution. The highest resolution used for phase calculation was 2.37 

r.m.s.(F H)/r.m.s.(£); Figure of merit = IFP(best)I/IFpl. FPH, Fp and F H are the native, derivative 

and heavy atom structure factor amplitudes respectively, and £ is the lack of closure error. 
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Scale = 1.7972 mm/A Section 

Figure 5.9 The Harker section at w=O of the isomorphous difference Patterson map 

contoured from 2cr to 15cr with 1.5cr steps. 

5.4 Automatic model building and refinement of AF -Sm2 

The SIRAS and solvent flattened phases from SHARP and SOLOMON were used 

to attempt the automatic building and refinement of the structure by the ARP/wARP 

program suite, version 5.1 (Lamzin & Wilson, 1993; Lamzin & Wilson, 1997; Perraki et 

aI., 1997; Perrakis et ai., 1999). The program suite is a collection of shell script and 

binary programs and it heavily uses CCP4 programs like REFMAC to build the protein 

structures from scratch. The steps performed in the case of AF-Sm2 were the following: 

. In the first step a dedicated shell script helps to set up the variable u ed in th 

calculations and outputs a parameter file, which can be ea ily modified at will . 

• A crA-weighted (Read, 1986) map is calculated using the already weighted tru tur 

factor amplitudes and the phases from the SOLOMON run, and a call d fr e at m 
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model is built into it. The free atom model is essentially a set of water molecules. 

• With the free atom set a phased-restrained refinement by REFMAC is carried out using 

the Hendrickson-Lattman coefficients obtained from SHARP. After every cycle wARP 

is run to add or remove water molecules. 

• After ten cycles described in the previous point an autotracing program (main_trace) 

tries to build a peptide chain into the model substituting the corresponding water 

molecules. The remaining model is a hybrid of peptide chain segments and free atoms. 

• The above procedure is repeated until convergence, i.e. no more residues can be built 

into the hybrid model. 

• The protein sequence is docked into the final electron density map and a real-space 

refinement of the side chains is carried out. 

The refinement parameters were varied to obtain as complete model as possible, 

but even in the best case only 64 residues were built into the model. Not surprisingly the 

missing residues were the three N- and C-terminal residues, residues 24-27 forming loop 

L2, and residues 52-54 forming loop L4 (see chapter 6). 

The structure of AF-Sm2 was refined with the CNS software package (Brunger, 

1998) using always the phased maximum likelihood target. The model building was done 

in Xfit, a program of the Xtalview package (McRee, 1999). Firstly, the residues missing in 

the ARP/wARP output model were built into the density. The N-terminal residues (1-3) 

and the L4 loop residues (52-54) could be placed into the density without any problem. 

The L2 loop residues (24-27) and one more C-terminal residue (75) were built into the 

map only after a few refinement cycles, initially they were omitted from the model. After 

200 cycles of energy minimisation, simulated annealing with a 2500 K starting 

temperature was run utilising torsion angle dynamics (Rice & Brunger, 1994) to regularise 

the newly built parts. Successively a group-based B-factor refinement was performed 

followed by the calculation of 2F,,-Fc and Fo-Fc maps. The model was manually rebuilt in 

Xfit using the real-space fitting capability of the program whenever it was possihle. The 
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geometry of the corrected model was energy minimised followed by individual B-factor 

refinement, and again electron density maps were calculated. These steps were repeated 

until manual corrections did improve the model quality (R-factor and good fit into the 

map). The solvent building was done in Xfit with the inspection of each water molecule 

automatically built by the program. This was done relatively quickly since altogether less 

then 50 solvent molecules could be located in the asymmetric unit. A larger density feature 

exactly on the six-fold axis was observed already in the first maps. The globular density is 

surrounded by the positively charged side chains of K23. These findings and the fact that 

the crystals were obtained from 2.5 M ammonium sulphate suggested that actually a 

sulphate ion is located on the six-fold axis and is therefore disordered. In eNS it is not 

possible to handle atoms on special positions covalently linked with other atoms, thus the 

sulphate was modelled by a single cadmium atom. In addition some waters have been 

replaced by acetate ions, which better fitted the electron density. The content of the present 

model and some refinement statistics are shown in Table 5.3. 
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Refinement statistics 

Total number of reflections used 4521 

Working set of reflections i 4295 I 

R-factor (%) 19.41 

Test set of reflections 226 

R-free (%) 21.13 

Total number of protein atoms 579 

Total number of water molecules 33 

Total number of other solvent atoms 13 

Geometry statistics I 
, 

1 

R.m.s.~ bond distance (A) 0.0054 
, 

R.m.s.~ bond angle (0) 1.32 

B-factor R.m.s.~ (A2) 

Bonded main chain atoms (A2) 2.25 , 

Bonded side chain atoms (A2) 3.07 

Angle main chain atoms (A2) 3.36 

Angle side chain atoms (A2) 4.73 

Average B factor (A2) 

Main chain atoms (A 2) 19.61 

Side chain atoms (A2) 21.48 

All protein atoms (A 2) 22.07 

Water molecules (A 2) 37.86 

Other solvent atoms (A2) 46.78 

Table 5.3 Refinement data of the AF-Sm2 model. 

5.5 Validation of the model 

The electron density map calculated from the final model was of good quality 

without unexplained positive or negative difference density features. The quality of the 

model was analysed by the structure validation programs PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 

1993) and WHATIF (Vriend, 1990). WHATIF suggested only minor corrections to the 

model concerning side chain torsion angle conventions. The Ramachandran plot calculated 
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by PROCHECK is shown on Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10 Ramachandran plot for the refined model of AF-Sm2. There are no residue 

in the disallowed region of the plot (white). Most of the residues have phi-psi values in the 

most favoured region (red), the rest are in the allowed regions (bright yellow). Glycine 

residues are represented by black triangles, the phi-psi value of other residues are shown 

as black squares. 

5.6 Oligomerisation of AF -Sm2 in solution 

As a consequence of the hexagonal symmetry in the crystal lattic the prot in 

molecules are arranged in a hexameric ring. The interaction between the m nomer en 

in the hexameric model, which will be discussed in the next chapter, trongly ugge t 

that the packing in the crystal is not an artefact. since AF-Sm2 f rm he amer r 

multimer aggregates also in olution. In order to ee the hexamer f rmati n in luti n g 1 
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filtration experiments were carried out at three different pH values. 

In all the three runs 10 III of AF-Sm2 solution with 11.15 mglml concentration 

was injected into a Pharmacia Superdex 75 HiLoad 16/60 gel filtration column connected 

to a Biorad FPLC system. The detection wavelength was 280 run. The only differen e 

between the three runs was the pH of the running buffer: 4, 6 and 8, otherwi e every 

parameter was identical. According to the calibration curve of the column (not hown the 

first peak around 63 ml elution volume corresponded to the molecular weight (-50 kDa) of 

a hexamer, whereas the peak around 93 ml corresponded to the molecular weight of a 

monomer (-8.5 kDa). According to these experiments the oligomerisation of AF-Sm .... 

shows a clear pH dependence. At pH 4.0 the peak corresponding to the monomer ha 

completely disappeared, the molecules being mostly in the hexameric form, although a 

smaller peak at -73 ml indicated the presence of some dimer or trimer. At pH 6.0 and pH 

8.0 hexameric and monomeric forms were present with increasing monomer content 

towards higher pH (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11 Gel filtration chromatograms of the ame amount f AF- m_ run at thr ~ 
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different pH. Three different peaks were detected at -93, -73 and -63 ml corresponding to 

hexamerix, tri- or dimeric and monomeric form respectively. The running buffers were: 

A) 20 mM NaOAc, 150 mM NaCI, pH 4.0; B) 20 mM MES, 150 mM NaCI, pH 6.0; C) 20 

mM Tris, 150 mM NaCI, pH 8.0. 
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Chapter 6 

Structure analysis of AF -Sm2 from Archaeoglobus fulgidus 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the molecular structure of an Sm-like protein cloned from 

Archaeoglobus fulgidus. The structure has been solved by SIRAS. At present the function 

of this archaebacterial Sm-like protein is unknown, although there is an ongoing effort to 

identify its targets in the archaeon A. fulgidus. The crystal structure of two complexes of 

human spliceosomal Sm proteins have recently been determined (Kambach et aI., 1999) 

giving us the opportunity to make a structural comparison of the constituent monomers, as 

well as the interactions within the complexes. The structure of one of the two Sm-like 

proteins present in Archaeoglobus fulgidus, named AF-Sm2 will be discussed here and 

compared with the structure of the human Sm proteins (Kambach et aI., 1999). 

6.2 Quality of the model 

The current model contains 75 residues of the 77 total. The two C-terminal 

glutamate residues (E76 and E77) are not included in the current model as they are 

completely disordered and are not visible in the electron density map even at low contour 

levels «lcr), whereas the N-terminal residues have well defined electron density (Figure 

6.2). The geometry of the refined structure, as has been summarised in Table 5.3 of the 

previous chapter, can be considered good. The residues comprising the N-terminal a 

-helix and the five stranded ~-sheet have lower (-20 A2) main chain temperature factors 

and form the more rigid core of the molecule. As expected, the turns and loops connecting 
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the antiparallel ~-strands are more flexible and thei . h' 
r maIn c run B-factor refine to maher 
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Figure 6.1 A) The en trace of AF-Sm2 coloured according to the main chain B-fa t r . 

Low B-factors are indicated by a blue colour. The five ~ trand and th -t rminal h IIX 

form a rigid core of the molecule. The N-terminal exten ion and tw I p (L_ and 4. 
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see Figure 6.3) have significantly higher thermal fluctuation . Thi figure \\ 
prepared b. 

RASMOL version 2.7.1 included in the CCP4 suite B) The . h · B f . mam c am - a t r pI tted 

as a function of the residue numbers. 

Figure 6.2 A 2Fo-Fc electron density map of AF-Sm2 showing the N-terrninu of th 

molecule. Symmetry related molecules are drawn with thin lines. 

In addition to the peptide chain the model contain 33 water molecule, 3 ac tat 

ions and a sulphate ion sitting on the crystallographic ix-fold axi . In rd r t pr perl) 

model the disordered sulphate ion one could place it into the model with it thr -f ld 

exactly aligned with the crystallographic ix-fold. A a re ult the ulphur and an 

atom of the ulphate would be placed exactly n th n h uld 
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assign an occupancy of 116 for these atoms. The remaining oxygen atoms of the sulphate 

could be arranged around the six-fold axis according to six-fold symmetry assigning half 

occupancy to each atoms. Since atoms at special positions linked covalently to other atoms 

cannot be refined in CNS therefore the sulphate was modelled by a spherically symmetric 

cadmium atom. In total the model contains five atoms on special positions. 

6.3 The overall structure of AF -Sm2: the Sm fold 

The alignment of the available Sm protein sequences (in 1995) identified two 

highly conserved regions, termed Sml and Sm2 motifs (Hermann et aI., 1995; Seraphin, 

1995). Sm proteins form the core protein domain of eukaryotic spliceosomal snRNPs U 1, 

U2, U4 and U5 with the exception of U6. However, an Sm-like protein was found in yeast 

associated with U6 snRNA possessing high sequence similarity, especially within the Sm 

motifs, to the already known canonical Sm protein sequences (Cooper et aI., 1995, 

Seraphin, 1995). Sensitive database searches revealed additional Sm-like proteins also in 

the archaeal domain (Salgado-Garrido et aI., 1999). The sequence alignment of the 

presently known Sm and Sm-like proteins includes more than 80 sequences and is shown 

in Appendix B. 

The crystal structures of four human Sm proteins forming two dimeric complexes 

(B and D3, DI and D2) were published last year revealing anew, distinct fold as a hallmark 

of the Sm and Sm-like proteins (Kambach et aI., 1999). The Sm fold consists of an i'i-

terminal a-helix followed by a strongly bent five-stranded antiparallel ~-sheet resulting 

in a barrel-like shape. The Sml motif is formed by strands ~1, ~2 and ~3, while the 5m2 

motif is formed by strands J34 and ~5. The two motifs are linked by the L4 loop, which is 

relatively short in AF-Sm2 (Figure 6.3). 
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A 

L4 

B 

L4 L4 

Figure 6.3 Stereo pictures of the ribbon representation of the AF-Sm2 structure in two 

orientations. The label of ~-strands starts with letter S, the loops have labels tarting with 

letter L. The N-terminal a-helix is coloured red, the ~-strands forming the Sm} and 171-

motifs are blue and yellow respectively. The figure was prepared u ing the program 

MOLSCRIPT version 2.1.2 (Kraulis, 1991) and RASTER3D ver ion 2.4j (Merritt 

Bacon, 1997). 

In Sm and Sm-like proteins there are a dozen re idue which are n er\ed in 

more than 2/3 of all cases. Most of these highly con er ed re idue ha\e h dr ph id~ 

chains. Strands ~2, ~3 and ~4 are strongly bent in all kn wn m an m-lik.e trudurc 

The evere bending of strand ~2 i facilitated by a n ned gl} ine i I) pr \ idin~ 
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greater conformational variation of the mam chain. A consequence of u h tr nO' e 

bending is that the hydrophobic side chains, which point toward the internal ide of th ~ 

-sheet, become clustered in the middle of the barrel forming a compact hydrophobi "' reo 

The amphipathic N- terminal a-helix is part of the hydrophobic core packing again t th ~ 

-strands with its hydrophobic face (Figure 6.9). Similarly to the human Sm pr tein ~ 

(Kambach et aI., 1999), the bending of the ~-strands ~3 and ~4 (forced by ~~ and th 

extensive hydrophobic interactions) breaks up the regular pattern of alternating intern 1 

and external residues seen often in ~-strands . As a result two bulge are formed b 

"external" residue pairs T45/N46 and G601E61 . 

Besides the conserved hydrophobic residues there are some other amino acid 

highly conserved throughout the Sm and Sm-like proteins. In AF-Sm2 the e re idue ar 

G31, G66, N41, D37 and E49 and R65, and these residues have clear structural rol . G31, 

as discussed above, allows the bending of the ~2 strand. Residues D37, N41, G66 and R65 

participate in an inter-subunit hydrogen bonding network (see Figure 6.8 for G66 and 

R65). 

10 20 30 
aA L1 ~1 L2 ~2 

-t 

[GAjM L NO K S M G K I R E KGEENQ V G K EG D D 

40 50 60 70 
L3 ~3 L4 ~4 L!i ~5 

t 

T N M CKGEEKVRSLGE G NN o P QIEI! 

. h d' g e n ~n. tru tun~ Figure 6.4 The sequence of AF-Sm2 Showlllg t e corre pon III ~ J 

elements (Figure 6.3) and conserved residue a well. H lix A i ured r d, the. 1111 

motif is blue (~-strands ~ 1, ~2 and ~3) and the 5m2 motif i yell 'v\; ~- tr d p-l an J 

.. d' tIt I in th kn 'v\ n m and m - 1 i h ~5). The hydrophobIC reSIdues conserve III a eas ... 
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proteins are shown in blue boxes. The following non- hydrophobic re idue are alm t 

completely invariant in the Sm and Sm-like proteins: G31, G66 orange. 3, 4 

(magenta), N41 (green) and R65 (red) . The C-terminal residue in gre - haded b '\ are 

disordered and missing from the model. The two N-terminal residue which are lonino 
I::' 

artefacts are indicated in a box of cyan colour. The figure was created with AL CRIPT 

version 2.0.5 (Barton, 1993). 

The superposition of the AF- Sm2 structure and the four human Sm prot in 

structures shows high structural similarity between these representati ves of eukaryotic m 

and archaebacterial Sm-related proteins. As shown in Figure 6.5 the ~- trand and n 

the a-helices (with the exception of D2) superimpose quite well. Indeed, the Sm motif ar 

the structurally most invariant parts of these proteins, whereas the L4 loop and the C-

termini can vary considerably. In AF-Sm2 the Ca positions of two residue in trand ~2 

close to the L2 loop deviate most from the Ca positions of the same residues in the human 

Sm structures (Figure 6.5). These two residues break the ~-strand and form a hort coil. 

N 

Figure 6.5 Superposition of the four hu man Sm protein B (blue), D (bl dd. 
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and D3 (green) with AF-Sm2 (red). The ea atoms in strands ~2, ~3, r>4 and ~5 were used 

in the superposition showing an r.m.s.A less than 0.9 A. The main chain of AF-Sm2 

deviates from the human Sm proteins just after loop L2, forming a ~-bulge. 

6.4 The oligomerisation of AF -Sm2 

The asymmetric unit of the AF-Sm2 crystals contain a single protein molecule. 

The molecules are ordered around a crystallographic six-fold axis forming a hexamer as a 

consequence of the crystal symmetry. However, the inspection of the molecular 

organisation of AF-Sm2 monomers in the lattice indicates that the hexamer formation is 

probably not an artefact of the crystal packing but actually that the crystal is built from 

pre-existing hexamers in solution (Figure 6.6). Indeed, a pH dependent hexamer 

formation was demonstrated by gel filtration experiments indicating almost exclusive 

presence of the hexameric form at the pH of crystallisation (Figure 5.11). 

The hexameric ring formed by six AF-Sm2 molecules is a homo-hexamer 

therefore there is a unique interaction interface between the building blocks. The major 

interaction interface between neighbouring monomers involves ~-strands ~ and ~5. The 

N-terminal a-helix, although to a lesser extent, also contributes to the interface by 

interacting with the ~-strands of a neighbouring molecule (Figure 6.7). 
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Figure 6.6 The packing of AF-Sm2 molecules in the hexagonal crystal lattice. The z axi 

of the unit cell (red) is perpendicular to the sheet. The figure shows the interaction of th P 

-strands of neighbouring molecules forming a continuous circular p-sheet. The formation 

of a similar circular p-sheet was found in TRAP (Antson et aI. , 1999). 
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N 

Figure 6.7 The interaction between two neighbouring monomers in the cry tal lattice. Th 

major interaction interfaces are the ~4 strand of one monomer (blue), and the ~5 trand of 

the other (red). The N-terminal a-helix (red) packing against strands ~4, ~3 and ~2 (blu ) 

also contributes to the interactions resulting in oligomerisation . 

The interaction between strands ~4 and ~5 is similar to that observed in regular ~- h et . 

which involves hydrogen bonding between N-H and C=O group of the main chain nd 

(mostly) hydrophobic interactions between the side chains expo ed on on id f th ~ 

-sheet (Figure 6.8). As a result of the six-fold symmetry, the interacti n maintained J 

the ~-strands ~4 and ~5 creates a continuous ~-ring through ut th hexam f i g Ufc 6 

Hydrophobic contacts between the N- terminal helix of on m n m r with th ~ ~- trand 

of its neighbour increases the stability of the hexamer (Figur 6.9 . [n ddlti n tht.:f i .1 

ingle hydrogen bond between the main chain atom of 34 and -+ (} II w, FigUft.: ( ,l . 
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In summary, the interactions found between monomers of th AF S 
e - ffi_ he\aIner 

and the dimers of human Sm proteins are essentially the sam d th . 
e, an e re ult III a \ r) 

similar spatial arrangement of the interacting monomers (Figure 6.7; Kambach et al.. 

1999), 

.. 
Q73 NE2 . ·'e_ 

strand BS strand B4 

• 

Figure 6.8 The interactions between ~-strands ~4 and ~5 in two neighbouring molecul 

The middle of the strands contain hydrophobic residues making cla ieal (~- h t) 

hydrogen bonding interactions between main chain polar groups N-H and C=O Y63, 

V70, V72), At both ends of the strands, where the main chain distance i iner ed, (he 

hydrogen bonds are mediated by the side chains of polar residues (N67, R65 , Q7 
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Figure 6.9 The interactions made by the N-terminal a-helix. The upper ide of th h lix 

and its extension is lined with hydrophobic residues (green) packed again t hydrophobi 

side chains of residues in both molecules (grey). This interaction is strengthened b a main 

chain hydrogen bond between residues V4 and E34 (yellow). 

6.5 Conclusion 

Until now the exact function of Sm-like proteins from archaeon , including AF

Sm2, is unknown. However, based on the structure of the AF-Sm2 hexamer as w 11 n 

functional and structural analogy to the well characterised human pliceo omal m 

proteins there can be no doubt about their evolutionary relation hip. 

In humans seven spliceosomal Sm proteins form the Sm core domain m lln& 

around the Sm site, a U-rich, single stranded stretch of nRNA (Branlant et al . I -) . In 

the absence of snRNA they form smaller sub-complexe (EFG, \0 2, O,B) (PI "'1 e( 01 .. 

1997) which associate in the presence of the Sm ite (Fi cher et al. , I 

1989; Raker et al. 1996; Raker et al., 1999). Ba d n the ' r) tal truc(UrL r (\\\ 
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complexes, DJD2 and D3B, as well as on EM studies and biochemical data on the pairwise 

interaction between individual Sm proteins Kambach et al. proposed a model for the 

human Sm core domain (Raker et aI., 1996; Plessel et aI., 1997; Camasses et at., 1997: 

Fury et aI., 1997; Kambach et aI., 1999). According to this model the seven Sm proteins 

are arranged in a seven-membered ring interacting with each other the same way as 

observed in the sub-complex structures. The ring has a positively charged central hole. 

This central hole is supposed to bind the Sm site of the snRNA, which is wide enough to 

easily accommodate single stranded RNA. This assumption is supported by experimental 

evidence provided by UV cross-linking experiments (Heinrichs et aI., 1992). 

Although there are no similar experimental data available yet for AF-Sm2, the 

formation of a hexameric complex observed both in solution and in the crystal suggests an 

analogous role, namely RNA binding for AF-Sm2 as well. The interactions between 

monomers in the AF-Sm2 hexamer are similar as in the proposed model of the human Sm 

core domain. The consequence of the fewer number of monomers in the AF-Sm2 ring is a 

narrower central hole compared to the human Sm core model. Its diameter is -14 A if only 

main chain atoms are considered (compared to -20 A in the human core model), but is still 

wide enough to encompass single stranded RNA. Similarly to the model of the human Sm 

core domain the central hole is lined with positively charged and polar residues which are 

capable of interacting well with single stranded RNA (Figure 6.10A & B). In addition, the 

entrance of the hole on one side of the hexamer is lined with solvent exposed tyrosines 

(Figure 6.10A,C), whose aromatic rings can form stacking interactions with the RNA 

bases (for an example see Handa et aI., 1999). 
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Figure 6.10 A) The charge distribution on the sol vent acces ible urface of on id f th 

hexamer shows accumulated positive charge in the central hole . The protru i n at th 

entrance of the hole are tyrosine (Y39) side chain . The figure w made u ing 

(Nicholls et aI., 1991). B) The same representation hawing th other id r th he 'm 'r. 

C) The en-trace representation of the hexamer in the am rientati n h \\ in.! th\.: 
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positively charged residues K23 and R65 (labelled) as well as two asparagine side chain" 

(N67 & N68) which could potentially interact with bound single stranded R."J'A. The figure 

was prepared with MOLSCRIPT version 2.1.2 (Kraulis, 1991) and RASTER3D version 

2.4j (Merritt & Bacon, 1997). 

The work presented in the second part of this thesis is mainly of structural nature 

and might be considered unusual as it deals with the structure of a protein with unknown 

function. In order to elucidate the function of Sm-like proteins in archaebacteria and to 

understand the evolutionary relationship with eukaryotic Sm and Sm-like proteins the 

target of these archaeal Sm-like proteins has to be identified first. Experiments utilising 

immunoprecipitation methods are under way to achieve this goal. 

As mentioned earlier Archaeoglobus fulgidus has two Sm-like proteins, therefore 

it cannot be excluded that they interact and form hetero-oligomers in a similar manner to 

the human Sm core proteins. To clarify this possibility AF-Sm 1 has been also cloned and 

expressed, and crystallisation alone and with AF-Sm2 is underway. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A shows an alignment of protein sequences found in sequence databases 

by BLAST and PSI-BLAST (Altschul et ai., 1997) based on their sequence homology to 

S 1 nuclease. The sequences of PLC from Bacillus cereus and alpha-toxin from 

Clostridium perfringens are not included in the alignment due to their low overall 

sequence similarity to these proteins. However, the residues responsible for zinc 

coordination (Figure 3.11) and surprisingly the overall fold (Figure 3.4) are fairly 

conserved also in PLC and alpha-toxin. The aligned sequences are listed in Table 7. L the 

colour coding is explained (according to colprot.par in ClustalX) in the following: 

• The rules for assigning colours to the residues. A certain colour is assigned on the basis 

of a list of consensus (in bold, separated by':'): 

glycine = 
proline = 
threonine = 
senne = 
asparagIne = 
glutamine = 
tryptophane = 
leucine = 
valine = 
isoleucine = 
methionine = 
alanine = 
phenylalanine = 
cysteine = 
cysteine = 
histidine = 
tyrosine = 
glutamic acid = 
aspartic acid = 
lysine = 
argInme = 

ORANGE 
YELLOW 
GREEN if t:S:T: %:# 
GREEN if t:S:T:# 
GREEN if n:N:D 
GREEN if q:Q:E:+:K:R 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
BLUE if % :#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M: V: W: Y :P:p 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p:T:S:s:G 
BLUE if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
BLUE if %:#:A:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:S:P:p 
PINKifC 
CYAN if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
CYAN if %:#:A:C:F:H:I:L:M:V:W:Y:P:p 
MAGENTA if -:D:E:q:Q 
MAGENT A if -:D:E:n:N 
RED if +:K:R:Q 
RED if +:K:R:Q 
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• The explanation of the rules calculating the consensus used for color coding. The 

underlined characters are single letter amino acid codes; the consensus symbols are 

shown in bold (as above): 

0/0 = 600/0 w:l:v:i:m:a:f:c:~:h:n 

#= 800/0 w:l:v:i:m:a:f:c:~:h:n 

- - 50% e:d 
+= 600/0 k:r 
g= 500/0 g 
n= 50% n 
q= 50% q:e 
p= 50% I! 
t= 50% t:s 

A= 85% ~ 

c= 85% £ 
D= 85% d 
E= 85% ~ 

F= 85% f 
G= 850/0 g 
H= 85% h 
1= 85% 1 

K= 85% k 
L= 85% I 

M= 85% m 
N= 85% n 
p= 85% I! 
Q= 85% g 

R= 85% I 
s= 850/0 ~ 

T= 85% ! 
V= 85% v 
W= 85% w 
y= 85% Y 
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Alignment ID Protein name Species References 
I 

nuc_sI nuclease SI Aspergillus oryzae 1 I wamatsu et al., 1991 
nuc_PI nuclease PI Penicillinum citrinum . Maekawa et al., 1991 

nuc_Lei nuclease LeI Lentinula edodes 
nucI_Hvul nuclease I Hordeum vulgare Muramoto et al., 1999 
enuc_Hvul endonuclease Hordeum vulgare Aoyagi et al., 1998 

bfnuc I_Atha bifunctional nuclease Arabidopsis thaliana 
bfni 

sap6 senescence-associated Hemerocallis hybrid Panavas et al., 1999 
protein 6 cultivar 

enuc_Zele endonuclease Zinnia elegans Aoyagi et al., 1998 

CELImenuc_Agra CEL I mismatch Apium graveolens Yang et aI., 2000 
endonuclease 

--_. - , 

bfnuc_Atha putative bifunctional Arabidopsis thaliana 
! nuclease j 

bfnuc_Zele 1 bifunctional nuclease Zinnia elegans Perez-Amador et al.,1 
2000 

bfnuc_Zele2 bifunctional nuclease Zinnia elegans Perez-Amador et al.,1 
2000 

~-- . 

pprot Atha putative protein Arabidopsis thaliana 

3'nuc_Ldon 3' -nucleotidase/ Leishmania donovani Debrabant et aI., 1995 i 

nuclease 
_. , 

ssnuc_Lpif single strand-specific Leishmania pifanoi 
nuclease 

enucsl_Mlot endonuclease S 1 Mesorhizobium loti Sullivan & Ronson, 

homolog 1998 
~-

Table 7.1 Protein sequences found by BLAST and PSI-BLAST searches based on their 

sequence similarity to S 1 nuclease. 
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6 

'. : . .. .. : 
nuo_a1 ------------------------MGNLGHETVAyIAQSFllAsSTESFcQNI LGIlDsTs---YLANVA 8 
nuc---p1 ------------------------WGALGHATVAYVAQEIYVSPIlAASWAQG ILGSSSSS---YLASIASWADEYR 48 

nuc_Le 1 --------------------SVRGMGA I GHETVGYVAMKFLSPKALSFVQSSLGSEYSE---SLGPAAPWADDVR 52 
nucI_Hvul --------------------AAQAiiGKSGRYMTCKIADGFLT SAAVXDLLPStlANG-- - - I LAEVCA QR 52 
enuc_ Hvul --------------------GAQAMGQGHYMTCKIADGFLTSBALTGVKALLPStlANG--- KLAEVC QR 52 

bfnucl_Atha. --------------------SVRSWSUGBILTCRIAQNLLEAGP.AHVVbLLPDYVI!:G---DLSALCVWP : R 52 
aa.p6 --------------------GAWPMSqGBIVTCRIA~LLEP&AAETVRNLLPBYVDG----DLSALC : R 52 

enuc_ Zele --------------------AVQAWSqGRVMTCQIAQELLSPDAAHAVQMLLPDYVKG--- NLSALCVWP ra 52 
CELImenuc_Agra. --------------------GVRA.MsqGRVMTCQIA~LLEP&AA.aAV1QU.LPDYANG_---NLSSLCVWP:R 52 

bfnuc_Atha --------------------NIHGWGKS~IICKIAQTRLDETAAKAVKELLP SAEG------- LSSLCLNAD~ 52 
bfnuc_Zele1 --------------------TVRGWGVDGBFITCKIAQGRLSQTAVDAVNSLLPKYAEG_------DLASLC~ 52 
bfnuc_Zele2 ----------------- ---GVIGWGl!:lGHYATCKIAQSFLSEZALNAVKELLPKTAEG-- - - - DLASVCSWPDEII!: 52 

pprot_Atha - -::-----------------------------------MKGFFEDDTIAAVKKLLP SVDGG- ---GLADFCSWPDEIK 31 
3' nuc_ Ldon ARARFLQLLLV'llLTLLSTAALPVSAWSKG!D4SVALIAKRBMGASL~LAAl!:VLSFSGPypI!:SPDMV APNADDIK 80 
aanuc_Lpif -------- LG---------MGCV~LLA&IARRQLDDKNX&KIQKMAAVFSDSGP~ASPSMVQAA DVK 63 

enuca1_Mlot --------------------THAFAWGQIGHAAVAEIAQEIRLTSSASDVVQRLLRABLGLTG-QQVVSMASIASNADDYR 59 
ruler 1 ... .. . . 10 ....... . 20 . .. .. . .. 30 . . . .... . 40 ..... . .. 50 ........ 60 ... ... .. 10 .. .. .... 80 

or. or. v . 

'" 
nuc_a1 l1TDAGEF~Y~ IQAqqNPPQ-----SCGVDYDRDcG3J..-G---- CSI sAI QNYTNl ~LESPNGSE----ALN~ 
nuc---p1 LTSAGKWSAsLBFIDAEDNPPT-----NCNVDYERDCGSS- G---OSISAIANYTQRVSDSSLSSEN-----IAlALRF 

nuc_Le1 FEAAFSWSAPFBF~PT-----SCSV!~SSG-T--CILSAIANYTTRVVDISLS'l'EQ----R~ 
nucI_ Hvul FR--l1RWSSPLBFADTPG--------DCNFSYARDCBDTKGNKDVCVVGAINHYTAALE---DPSS---PyqP SLMF 
enuc_Hvul FR--~RWSRSLBFADTPG---------DCKFSYARDCBDTKGNKNVCVVGAI 1AALQ-- -DSSS---PF. SLMF 

bfnuc1_Atha. ~~RWT~HLBYIDTpnQ-------ACsYI~SRDCSDQBGLKDMCVDGAIQKFTSQLQHYGEGTSDR-QYNMTlALLF 
aap6 ~WYK~RWSIIPLBFIDT~-------ACSFDYSRDCSDPKGMlDMCVAGAVIDlYTTQLMH~RDGTSDR-QYNL SLLr 

enuc Zele BWYR~RWTSPLBFIDT -------ACSFDYTRDCBDSNGMVDMCVAGAI~TSQLS~OHGTSDR- LLF 
CELImenuc=Agra. BWYK~RWTSSLBFI P Q--------ACSF YQRDC3iBGGKDMCVAGAI QKFTSQLGHFRBGTSDR- RYNMTKALLF 

b£nuc_Atha. FR-- HWSSPLBYINT ---------ACSY~ SGEKGRCVAGAIYNYTTQLLS~AASSOS LTKALLF 
bfnuc_Zele1 FR-- HWSSALBYIDTP -------LC~Q~O ~DGVMGRCVAGA1MNYTTQLLDYGKQTS--- LTIALLF 
bfnuc_Zele2 .MHKNHWTSEL~PdF-------RCNYDYCRDCBDSSGVKDRCVTGAIYNY1EQLITGYNASNSVVKYNLTiALMF 

pprot_Atha. KLSQWQWTST~P!Y--------R ~C CBD'lIBKRKDWCVTGAIFNY~NQLMSASENSQNIVHYNLT&ALLF 
3'nuc_ Ldon ~IG-LK~LSTMBYITTPyyTD-------EDFTLDVSPV~-----VASVIPMLQTAIEKPTANSD-----VIVQSLAL 
aanuc_ Lpif LWR-QYAMSTWBF~AMPYNP--------ENISIT-qPVNTVN-----AVTVCLDMV1SLKNSKAPLY-----LLNFAWVN 

enuca1_Mlot ADG- KDT~WBF I PLASLPGGSSATTDYOAI RDCAgDATYG-SCLLKALPAQEAI LSDATKDDE-----SRNRALAF 
ruler .. , .... , 90 ....... 100 . . . .. . . 110 . .. . ... 120 ...... . 130 .... . . . 140 ....... 150 ....... 160 

v , 

. * ** * . * • ** : * • 
nuc_ s1 VVBIIGDTHQP~ENL--------!AGGNGIDVTYDGE-----------TTNLKH--IWD~NMPEEAAG~SL-----
nuc-p1 LVBFIGDMTQPLBDEAy--------AVGGNKINVTFDGy-----------HDNLBS--DWDTYMPQKLI GGBAL-----

nuc_Le1 IDBFIGqI GQPL8vEAV-------- G~INAVCNGE-----------RTNLHA--VWDSGI INIFLKAQ~S-----
nucI_Hvul LAHFVGDVHQPLSC~D------- LGGHTIKLRW¥RR-----------KSN~--VND8DVITQAMKDFFN-----
enuc_ Hvul LABFVGQVHQPMBCG~D------- LGGHTIKL~R-----------KSNLKH--VWDSDVITQTMKDFFD-----

bfnuc1 Atha. LSBFMcDIHQPMBVGFTS------- EGGHTIDL~-----------KSN~--a IILTA~------
-aa.p6 LSBFMGQIRQPMBVGFTS------- EGGHTINLRWFRH-----------KSNL~-- RlIILTALADYYG-----

enuc Zele VSBFMGQIHQPMBVGFT~------- EGGHTIDLRWFRH---- -------KSNLKH-- RlIILTAAS.L~D------
CELImenuc=Agra. LSBFMGDIHQPMBVGFTS------- GGNSIDLRWFRH-----------KSNLKH-- IILTAAADYHG------

bfnuc_Atha. VSBFMGqIHQPLBVS~AS------- KGGHTIEVHN¥TR-----------~~--IWD~NIIETA&ADL~-----
bfnuc Zele1 LSBFMGDIHQPLBVGFTS------- RGGHTIDVHNFTR----------- KAVLKH--vwqDSIIETAEERFYG-----
bfnuc- Zele2 LSBYIGDVHQPLBVSFT~------- EGGHT1IV~-----------KT.LHS--IWDTDMIESAMKTF1D-----

rot Atha LSBYMGQVHQPLSTGFLG------- LGGMT1IVNW!BN-----------KSNLRHPSTBDSSSSS01QD YFLSRLPVV 
~~nuc-Ldon LLBFMGDIBQPLBNVNLFSN~~S LGGNKQLVVIDSKG--------- TKMLLBA--YWDSMAEGKSGEDVPR-----
asnuc-Lpi£ LVHIFGQLRQHLS~ISRYSTA¥PHGyQGGKAVSVRVGRR-----------KLI!:LHA--LMQNICTATPPR~~QR-----

enuca1- Mlot VIBLTGgLAgPLSCVQRVDGS--Q QGGHTLTVTFNVTRPAP N TFRDF~TFHS--VWDTDLITF~~WGL------
~ul .. r . . . .. . . 110 ... ... . 180 ..... . . 190 ....... 200 . . ..... 210 ....... 220 .... . .. 230 .. ..... 24 0 

nuc_ a1 
nuc---p 1 

nuc_Le1 
nucI_ Hvul 
enuc_Hvul 

bfnuc1_Atha 
aap6 

enuc_ Zele 
CEL1I11Snuc_ Agra. 

b£nuc_Atha. 
bfnuc_Zele1 
bfnuc_Zele2 

pprot_Atha. 
3'nuc_ Ldon 
aanuc_Lpi£ 

enuca1_Mlot 
ruler 

--------SVAKTy LLTERIKTGTl1SSKKDSWTDGIDI KDPVS~-----------------------SMlaAADANT 
--------S SWAKTLVQNIESG~~AQAIGWIKGDNIsiP ITT-----------------------ATRWASDANAL 
________ NSAIVWANALAQRIQTGEFKSLTSTWLSCSSTTBPVNNRRRSI I NGLVSDATI TPLECPLVWA 8NA~ 
________ TMI AIQRNI~-D~WI!:QWEACGSRTK------------------------ITCAE~A SALL 
_______ ~ adAMI SI RNI~-DNS KQWETCRSI!:T------------------ -------TTCAEKYA SAVL 

L D lQII~GL LSSWTECND-L-------------------------IACP~A 8II!:L ========~~QQD~NNF~TGINS TSSWGECDD-L-------------- - - --- ------FSCPKKNA I ISL 
________ KDMISLQKAlQANF1HGLWS~SWKDCDD- I-------------------------SNCVNKY SIAL 
________ KDMHSLLQDIQRNF~GSNL~SWKECDD-I-------------------------STCANKYA I 1KL 

=
T~ImT-E~.~~~DWETCTK-I!:----------- --------------TACPDIYA GIQA --------SALJI ~""","",,, •• ~ TCPNI YA GIKA 

--------S~LI I TNI TN-VWGDQVKANENCSANQ--- ------------------- - --K 
muI~D-R~S ISSWVNCTSGE-------------- - ------- - --EVCPDPWA 8IK~ -------- I IMISAI ~ ,T W _ _ ___ _ _____ _ LIWFTLCRKPKSSKKILI 

KRLAQVSKRFRSILT LyQTQTLLGRTEsCL~;g~i~~~~=----------------LV TEIS~TFDL 
----------;a~ YDD~FADyLEATYAS~ == _______________________ LVSVKAlBE& ---
----------PLSYT LFALSA1ADRLVETY--T~~~~--------------------------QAEAA QALPAG 
---------- KLLPTLAADL~TPEK 300 310 ....... 320 
. . , . , . . 250 . , , .... 260 . , ..... 210 ....... 280 ....... 290 . . . . . . . . , .... . 

Continued on the next page. 
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nuc_s1 VCSTVLDDG----LA-------1HNsTDLs G YYDK-SQPVFEELIARAGYRLAAWLDLlASQPS------- 267 
nuc-p1 VCTVVMPBG----AA-------ALQTGDLypTYYDS-VIDTIELQIAKCGYRLANlIDfEIBGSEIAK-____ 270 

nuc_ Le1 DCSFVFS--------------~TGFSDLCTSSYATGAQPIIEEQIAKQGYRLAAWLNVLFDGSTCL--------- 294 
nucI_ Bvul ACD-AtE~--------------VEQGDTLGDDYYFR-ALPVVEKRLAQGGVRLAVILHQIFSGKNSRLQSI---- 271 
enuc_Bvul ACD-AtEG--------------VEQDDTLGDBYYFK-ALPVVQKRLAQGGLRLAAILNRIFSG-NCRLQSI---- 269 

hfnuc1_Atha ACKW~G--------------VKSGETLSBBYFNT-RLP IVMKRIVQGGVRLAMILHRVFSDDHALAGVAAT--- 281 
sap6 ACKWGYKG--------------VTPGETLSDBYFNS-RMPrvMKRIAQGGVRLAMVLKRVFSDKK I PPPT---- 280 

enuc_Zele ACKW~G--------------VEAGETLSDDYFDS-RMPrvMKRIAQGGVRLSMILHRVFGSSSSLEDALVP~--- 282 
CELlmenuc_Agra ACNWG1KD---------- ----VESGETLSDKYFNT-RMPrvMKRIAQGGI RLSM ILMRVLG-SSADBSLA----- 278 

hfnuc_Atha ACDNA1KG--------------VTEGDTLEDRYFYS-RLP I VYQRLAQGGVRLAATLNRIFG-------- 267 
bfnuc_Zele1 ACNWA1KG--------------VTNGSVLEDDYFLS-RLPIVNKRLAQGGVRLAANLNRIFG--------- 266 
hfnuc_Zele2 SCNYAtRN-------------- ATPGSTL BYFYS-RLPIVEMRLAQGGVRLAATLHRIFDPYPSVSQKVAYFGKYPTC 289 

pprot_Atha P IS"lPKSASWSI)SVVAVGPNIYAIGGFSNNR TKP SS-SVMVMD CRTBTWCEAPSMQVSRVF QSTCVLDGKIYVTGGRGTL 317 
3'nuc_ Ldon ALKYAypG----------- ---ADNGATL 1KTN-AKKlSERQVLLAGYRLAKMLNTTLKSVSMDTILQGLKSIQSEV 315 
ssnuc_Lpif ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 223 

enucs1_Mlot PLKSDIG-----------------HPVILDQAYFEK-FBPVVTQQLALGGLBLAAELNEALKGGK---------- 293 
ruler ....... 330 . . ..... 340 ....... 350 ....... 360 ....... 370 ... . ... 380 .. ... .. 390 ... . ... 400 

Figure 7.1 Multiple sequence alignment of protein sequences homologou to S 1 nucle e. 

CLUST ALX version l.7 was used for the 'alignment and visualisation (Thomp on et u/ .. 

1994). Sequence positions thought to be catalytically and structurally important are 

labelled with red residue numbers corresponding to residue numbers in the S 1 nuclea e 

sequence. 
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Appendix B 

Figure 8.1 The multiple sequence alignment of 91 Sm and Sm-like proteins. The two 

conserved sequence motifs, Sml and Sm2 motifs are shown on the top of the alignment. 

The C-terminal tails after the Sm2 motif, which vary very much from protein to protein. 

are not shown in the figure. The colour coding is the same as explained on page 172. 

Naming conventions: 

• The first three characters in the label of eukaryotic Sm proteins are either srnb, srnd. 

sme, smf, smg or smn. 

• For eukaryotic Sm-like proteins the first three characters in the labels are srnx 

uniformly. For eukaryotic Sm and Sm-like protein the source organism is indicated by 

the last four characters of the label as follows: 

huma, human; mous, mouse; ratt, rat; hedg, hedgehog; oppo, opossum; chick, 

chicken; caen, Ceanorhabditis elegans; arab, Arabidopsis thaliana; sporn. 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe; dros, Drosophila melanogaster; yeas, 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae; rice, rice; aifa, alfalfa; bras, Brassica campestris 

pekinensis; pfal, Plasmodium Jalsiparum; neur, Neurospora crassa; zearn, Zea 

mals. 

• The archaebacterial Sm-like proteins are placed in the first rows of the alignment. The 

included sequences are: 

p_abyss, Pyrococcus abyssi; p_hori, Pyrococcus horikoshii: aero_pernt and 2, 

A .. m therml and 2 Methanobacterium thermoautrotrophicwn: eropyrum pemlx, _ ' 

globul and 2, Archaeoglobus fulgidus. 
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Sm! motif 8m2 motif 
I ... I I . 

p_abya -------------------------NA2RP--LDvIBRS. LD-----------KDVLVILKX--G_FBPAGRLIFiqI~IQD----------------------------GE-VVKRYGK. IVlaGDNVLAIsP~lE--------------
p _ hori -------------------------NA2RP--LDVIBRSLDKD---------VLVILXKG-----FEFRGRLI~I~---------------------------O~-GKIVlaGDNVLAISP~IE---------------

aero-P8rnl -----~LLRLHPRCRVV8GPI~LP~--LRMNLO~-----------~PVLVXLKs--G-LRIKGVLK~=' IlL 1---. ---------------------------GE~SIARLGUrLVaGD8VVVI~PAA----------------
.. r0-P8rn2 ------RL~VDlilllllllXGC3QLVNP--~-----------SQIYVICLlID--G-SIilIfVGKLVA ~~ILD I .---------------------------GTRLVAJ(IGaVLIKGSXVEI'ISI'IlAS,~'l'GV-----

m-therml ----------------WIOV88QaVNVQRP--LDALGNSLNSP---------VIIKLXGO-----RIilPRGVLK8 LBwKL ----------------------------OGEVTRAL-G'1'VLlaGDNIVYISP------------------

~:~~~ ===================~~~~==~~=========~=;;~~~~===========================~~~~~~~============= .mn-huma -------------------------W'1'VGK--88KWLQBIO-----------YRKRCILQD--G-RIPIG~~ILCOCO~----------------~ImP-KNAKQ-PKREEKRVLGL-VLLaGiNLVSWTVEGPPPKD~GIA-------
amn-mou. -------------------------W'1'VGK--S~IO-----------YRKRCILQD. --G_RIPI.GTYKAFDKBMKLIL= ----------------XlmP-KNAKQ_PEREEKRVLGL-VLLaGENLVSNTVEGPPPKD~GIA-------
.mn-ratt -------------------------W'1'VGK--88KWLQBIO-----------YRKRCILQD--G_RIPIG~~IL ----------------KIKP-KNAKQ_PKREEKRVLGL-VLLaGiNLVSWTVEGPPPKD'l'p IA-------
amb-h.dq -------------------------W'1'VGK--SSKNLQBIO-----------YRKRCILQD--G_RIPI~~IL ----------------XIKP-KNSKQ_AEREEKRVLG-LVLLaGENLVSNTVEGPPPKD'1'GIA-------
.mb-oppo -------------------------W'1'VGK--SSKNLQBIO-----------CRKRCILQD--G_RIPIG~~ILcpco ----------------XIKP-KNSKQ_AIilREEKRVLG-LVLLaGiNLVSWTVEGPPPKD'1'GIA------
amb-chic -------------------------W'1'V~--SSKNLQBIO-----------YRKRCILQD--G-RVPIG~ILcbCD ----------------~IKP-KNSKQ-PEREEKRVLG-LVLLaGENLVSNTVEGPPPKOTFIA------
.mb-caen -------------------------~I8K--~-----------YRKKIILQD--G_R'1'PIGP~IL~----------------blaP-KAGKK-'l'OGEEKRILG-LVLvaG£BIVSN'1'VOGPPPROOO8V------
amb-arab -------------------------NSWSK--SSKNLQPIN-----------YRWRVTIQD--G-RQLV~. VLti----------------XLPPAKGKKlNEXREDRRTLG-LVLLAGEEVISNTVEG. PPP PEESQA------
.mb-.pom ----------------------------WG--~'l'KNV8LLN-----------BBLNVT~--G-R'1'PVGQLLAPpGPNNLVLS ----------------HlmKQNVPSN-SVY£EKRMLG-LVILRGEFIVSL8VQGPPPNOPS--------
amb-huma -------------------------W'1'VGK--SSKNLQBIO-----------YRWRCILQD--G_RIPIG~~IL :----------------XIKP-KNSKQ_AEREEKRVLGL-VLLaGiNLVSNTVEGPPPKD'1'GIA------
.mb-mcU8 -------------------------W'1'VGK--SSKNLQBIO-----------YRWRCILQD--G_RIPIG~IL co ----------------KIKP-KNSKQ_AIilREEKRVLGL-VLLRGENLVSMTVEGPPPKD'1'GIA------
amb-droa -------------------------~IGK--NNKWIQ8LN-----------YRVRIVLQD--S-RTPIGT~ILGD ----------------XIRs-KNSKV-PEREEKRVLGF-VLLRGENIVSLTVEGPPPPEEGLP------
.mb_y ..... ----------------------MSI[I~--SSlU.ANLIO-----------YlILRVL~--G-RWIGQLWAPDlaII8IL~iiOI' -------VP~'l'QLQKI.RPaxoSKO~'l'LNIKVIilKRVLGL,TILJlGi:QILS~ · LLSKXER-------

amx8-ric. -------------------WSSWAGPOEIF-LS~ .. SLA~LO----------.-XKLIVLLRO--G_RKLLG~LCS~AaIVVLQGI\ , V-------------------------IVGELYOOVPLGL-'!VlllGENVVLlGEL - OXLL-------
amx8-huma -----------PIil'l'KEOrvF~~-LSNGVS~LNRNRIRVSP-~LVLLRO--G-R'l'LIGPLRS~AMLVLa I-------------------------BVGKKYGDIPRGI-~LLGEI LEKIilSD~PL-------
am.x8_y... W8AIISKD~QDAKRQQQNP'PKltlSEGE-AOLXLDQl!NF~~Il\AAIVS~IFVLLRO--G-lU«LFGVLR~~~I , I - - - ------ - --------------Y:PSEKNKYA&EORGIFHIJIGIi:J!IVVICL IOKlIDQPLE-------

."",13_y." -----------~YSTP~SC'l'-WSATLKO~-----------KRVVIIKVD--G-£CLIA8LNGFDKN7KLPI I-------------------------------SKIilFICRAQLLRGS£IALVGLI 08LAP-------
ama-ohio -------------WAYRGQGQKVQKVWVQP--INLI~---------8RIQYWLYEQVN-WRIEGCIIGPDIil!MKLVLO IR---------------------------SKTKSRXQLGR-IHLKGDNITLLQSV8N---------------
ame-huma -------------WAYR~QKVWVQP--INLI~---------SRIQYWLY¥gVN-WRIEGCII~VLO IR---------------------------SKTKSRKQLGR-IWLKGDNITLLQ8VSN---------------
sma-moU8 ------------------------KVWVQP--INLI~---------SRIQYWLYIilQVN-WRIEGCII~VKMLVLO IR---------------------------SKTKSRXQLGR-IKLKGONITLLQ8V8N-- -------------

smea-rica ---------------------------'1'QP--INLIFRPLQSX---------ARJQIWLFIilQKD-LRIEGRI IGPDIil~VLO IN---------------------------VKXD'1'RKSLGR-ILLEGONITLNNNTGK---------------
amah-ric .. -----------------WA8~KVQaIW'l'QP--INLIFRFLQSK---------ARIQIWLF2QKO-LRIEGRIIGFDIilYMMLVLO IN---------------------------IKKOTRKSLGR-ILLEGONITLNNN'1'GK---------------

sme-arab -----------------WAS'1'KVQRIW'l'QP--INLIFRFLQSK---------ARIQIWLFEdKD-LRIEGRITG~YMMLVLO S---------------------------IKKNT.RKPLGR-ILLEGONITLNNN~~K---------------
sme_y.... -----------------WSNKVXTKAWVPP--INCIFNPLgQQ---------'1'PVTIWLPIilQIG_IRIKGKIVGFDIilFNMVVIO IP--------------------VNSAOGKZOV£KARPLGK-ILLEGONITLIT~---------------
ama_caen -----------------WSTRKLNKVWVQP--VNL~---------~RVQIWLYEOVT-8RLEGYII~ ----------------------------WKTKGRNKIGRILLEGONI TLlBAAQQ£A----- - - - --- --

amx12-huma ----------------WAANA~TNP8QLLP--L2LVOKCIG-----------sRlarvwxs--o-KIilIVGTLLGPPP ~--------------------------ITPIilGRRITKLOQILLNGNNITWLVPGG£GPIilV-----------
amx12-y." ----------------------MSLPEILP--LEVIO~IN----------_QKVLIVLQS--N-RIilFEG~LV~~I~~---------------------IOPEOIilSRN£KVNQBRGRNLLSGNNlAILVPGGKK~P'l'EAL-------

_mqa-ric .. -----------------------WSRSGg---PPOLKKVKD-----------KltLQIXLNA--N-RV.IVGTLR~VVO~-----------------------------GNOKTOIGW-VVVRGN8VVWllilA~X8Q----------
smqb-r~c.. -----------------------WSRSGQ---SPOLKKXKD-----------KKLgIKLXA--N-RVVIG~LR~VXO~-----------------------------GNEXNOIGW-VVlaGNSVVWllilAL KPQ----------
smq-alta -----------------------WS~8GQ---PPALXKrKO-----------KQLQINLKA--N-RHIVG~LRGPqQPMMLVVO -----------------------------GN£KNDIGM-VVlaGN8VVTVIilAL I G------ ---
amq-huma -----------------------WSK-AR---PFRLXKPWO-----------KKLSLKLNG--G_RHYQGILRGFOPPNlLVID~ ----------------------------TS~IGW-VVlaGNSIIWLIilAL V--------------
.mq-y .... --------------------------WVS---~Iil~-----------KXILLNING--S-RKVAGILRG~IPLMVVLO~, IN--------------------------G£OPANNRQLGLQTvlaGNS II8L1ilA 1-------------
amq-ca.n ------------------------WSKTB---PPIilLKK!Mo-----------KBKOLKLNG--N-RRVSGILRGFDPPMlHVIOEE~~QKDGG-----------------------------SVNL~IaGNSVVlMEP 1--- -----------
smq-arab -----------------------WSRSGQ---PFO -----------KKLQIXLNA--N-RWVTG'l'~VVO GMO------------------------ ------KTDIGWVVlaGNSrvTVKAL GRBS----------
amq-apom ------------------------WSKAG---APO~-----------RQVPVQLNG--S-RKVYGVLRG~IP~rvLBPSI GE-----------------------------KVKIGSVAlaGNSVIWllil~L T------- ------

smx1-bras -----------------------WS~'l'--VLOLAKFVO-----------KaVQVKL'l'G--G-RQVTGTLK~LKLVLOGA , --------------------ROaoOPLKTTDQ'1'aRLOL- rvcaa'l'AVWLVSPT G~IANP~------

amx1 - ric. ---------.--------------WSGRKlil~--VLOLAKPVO-----------KGVQVKL'l'G--G-RQYTG~LKGmQLLKLVLO~VFE--------------------RIilQDOPLKLSGKTROLGL-.IVcaa~AVHLVSPT G--------------
smx1 - huma ------------PQ8SIPGXVXPIPQXKXG-- I80Laa,ID-----------~IRVXFQG--G-RRASGILKGFDPLLKLVLDG~I~--------------------ROPODQYKLT£DTaQLGL-VVCRG'l'SVVLIC ~PNP~------
amx1_y ... ----WIQQI8K8ENXPOOQRKKF£GPKRRA--lLO~-----------SKIRVKLNG--G-KLVIGVLK~VLO~-----------------SNPOOENNTKLISKNARKLGL-TVlaG'l'ILVSL8 OSOVLYNQK-------
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